











Saanich police have returned to 
an apartment block in Esquimau in 
a second attempt to find the body of 
suspected murder victim by drilling 
into the concrete structure.
Juergen (George) Dietrich Finster 
disappeared Spet. 29, 1969, and 
police had reason to believe he was 
murdered outside the Red Lion Inn, 
but his body was never found.
More than a year ago, acting 
on information, they drilled in the 
apartment block, the location of 
which has not been disclosed, but 
found nothing. This week, with new 
information, they are returning to 
do more drilling in the same 
building, but in a different place, in 
hope of finding Finster’s remains.
They have a suspect in the 
murder, if they can prove that a 
murder took place.
There isn’t much sign of anything 
happening with Dynatek at present,
Uut that ddesn’t mean ho progress is 
being made.
Executive vice president Gerry 
Cheney told The Review Monday 
not much can happen publicly until 
the company’s prospectus receives 
' official approval and shares can be
_ issued. ,
Before that happens the 
I brokerage firm handling the share
» issue must complete its own
assessment of the company’s 
position.
Chaney expects the prospectus 
will be ready for submission in a 
couple of weeks, but has no way of 
knowing how long the approval y 
process will take.
quotations from suppliers of 
equipment, and has arrangements to 
inak e iwi th B.G.: Buildings ^ Gorp.




By JOHN GREEN 
Jack Arnaud doesn’t care for the 
reception Central Saanich council 
gave to his suggestion of putting 
Keating Ridge land into the 
agricultural land reserve, but he 
doesn’t intend to drop the matter.
In an open letter Arnaud offered 
to appear before council to outline 
the benefits of the move for the 
municipality, but council filed his 
letter for consideration next year in 
the community plan review and 
informed him there was place on the
still like to sec the reserve expanded, 
but there are serious practical 
problems in the case of Keating
^"Ridge.: '-'v '
The ridge is zoned residential not 
only in the Central Saanich com­
munity plan but also in the Capital 
Regional Plan; municipal sewer and 
water pipes are sized with the in­
tention of servicing it, and financial 
arrangements depend on it being 
developed.
Up to now the municipality has 
been able to meet payments on its 
sewer debt out of charges levied
to addres council. when lots in new subdivisions are
And Mayor Dave Hill told a approved. If the planned 300 to 500 
reporter that even if more than half lots don’t go in on the ridge and that
Central Saanich residents favored income is cut off because other areas^^^ ^
filled, il will mean heavy
residential to agricultural he could charges for people who already have - 
not support it., sewer service.
Arnaud calls that “arrogance” He feels the time to include the 
and asks if the community plan can ridge in the land reserve would have
not be revised. He doesn’t think been when the ALR was first set up,
council members have shown but nothing was said about it then,
enough interest in what he has to say Now he sees a risk that if council 
to make it worthwhile to talk to “opens it up” to put land in the
them, but he does want to stir up reserve there will be a lot of pressure
' inf/ir]acf *n fKV».icciip fAr r»frhf»r lnnH in Kp'tiakifin Hill.
f^ire at Parkland school Monday caused extensive damage to part oj building 
and destroyed records. See story page .'13. Murray Sharrau Photo
It’s a bit early in the year but
There is; more time involved in the:^^^^Raceway owner Jirh ' 
process than he had realizeid, but, Keeling is playing Santa Claus to 
things look promising. ? ! Saanich Peninsula youngsters for
Gne boost for Dynatek was a ihe third year runnihg.
-member Elec- Keeling will donate the gate 
ironies Mahuifacturers Association money July 21 to Sidney Teen
of B.C. that they were satisfied the Activity Group (STAG) and
company has the necessary youngsters will alsb be able to keep
qualifications and experience 
can y out its plans.
This was reported in the magazine Day At The Races.
Technology West, with the com- L ast years STAG netted well over
times as much, he'estimates,'as if he nearby housing is a common
eventually .sold it as a farm. problem for B.C. farmers, and that
What he feels he cannot do is to Arnaud’s farming days are num-
■ continue farming surrounded by bered if he is surrounded by houses.
-------------- intensive residential development. Arnaud contends that farms
with attendant problems of van- provide jobs and income for the
dalism and complaints about noise. municipality, while housing just
Aid. George McFarlane, generates cost for.services, and that
chairman of the planning,and land the east face of Keating Ridge has a
use committee, has fought in the unique “microclimate” that makes
past to have additional land placed it the best farmland on the Saanich
within the ALR, and says he wuld Peninsula.
men! “They also sec the project as h $1,000 from the race day: The
lb ennr flip orowth of hich teenaoer.s arbiio's co-bitlicataljyst to spu the g t
technology industry in the Camille Martin asks householders 
province.” and merchants to support
; youngsters when they call around; 
with tickets which will give 
racegoers admission to the popular 
harness racing track that day.
Proceeds will go towards the 
operation of STAG. “With possible 
cutbacks in grants expected later this 
year as part of the government’s 
resi rainf program, every penny \yill 
/count',“'Mariinf ays.
A variety of programs and ac­
tivities all year round bperate from / 
STAG’S clubhouse bn Oakville. 
Ybiinplcrs aged j 3-18 ycars’alsb get ‘ 
the benefit of cbunsclling sessions, ' ; 
help with job .search and special 
summer t rips and programs.
It was in the late 1970s when the And how docs downtown .survive fronts and benches unlcs.s you startDowntown is the place for people 
but today that sounds hollow - 
(H'oplc arc staying away from
f ^;:dbw^uow^/and‘'going'shopping;; at ^ , ;. ■■ ■■ ■■
the malls. Marlin Thomas “tcrrifyihg’f but predicted they;
Saanich Peninsula chamber of clean look and free parking had cut Boing to dig the dollars out ol that losing ground fast arid furious
deeply into mtunstreci. It was a gu^” hedemaitded going to be the
in ihc no-growth 80s when Ihe marketing as a joint venture, he
was seriously wrong. In consumer is in the trench 20 feet warned.
■ : wi _ _ > .1 ' m-*!... tii.u b..!i I- *1-:^ CT^tritii ni£;0' fill e\\\t t fi<?v hini'l* rii n* i vnil ‘ : * >. »; •» % : f A?. :i Li. .v
Thomas who heads takeover as more businesses moved Thomas had the answer. ’‘dthOTauTs of the late 80si"
y; Tcvitalizatibn in : the inutiicipaf:^^ . lie suggcstcd scimig (he stage by He ncimitica me
aflairs ministry, -'- told merchants ebneefned about their assessmcntx bavrng strgpis looking
they were “recession prooP’ and basis which was sliding away. v»sually pleasing, ( tcate
,;vvere/nbffceling]what' was'going;on with';invitingftorCi';;Windows;aiid'';ir:;:■'b‘^'''b“\dowc,do withtn^n.Jrcet'....
He admitted the cbnsurncr *;had 
Into his/Cocoon it was 
ike him” bulfeilcratcd
stbref must start joint advertising / 
and marketing and qucstioricdt hbW
inany merchants had changed theirliiifVihi^ rStsht iiovV VbU Want id SiCC / . '"^ry'W 'hi!mifiihcImcrlor”hi:ncldcd ' , ,....... , ,i -n •, ..n,
i^?. hl wornmlnVv^™^^ Mouse Way « d comeback. Set (he , it up was a ;
Rthee he ' advised mercharitSs If think -- is it working, is it bringing"'a! -•'«« ‘a’^U ^hermir^^^^ do get vmstomersinV”
^^'"'■■^vol'dvteAranadbwMs'growmp’rn'sl■''-'-■'l^.»f'«^'S■''^»”<^»'■'b«•.■s«^d,,,&uggesling^,;;:;^::people■tnlo■l,he.slOltdtltadvisedJhe:^;:::y.:,I:;;>^e.:Sald■^■ Sidiiey:..:rwuy:iripe:;:-for:,,.;,
■'.:iii:';diii ''^'^'innlns'i^eeiwiih'i' '.'::y3oereftan(s-■;■,;tUtil;,v:A.hcir,' ,;busiiicss;,- •.„se^'^:;,of/::''lrnjned^■,;;■coilrtcous,;;;,b<ai^/,;;;:"'':j"^r‘^vllalm^lionr:v:^'^:-waik,; down.;,,the,, 
downtown logicaliy g'ouping ventures intoadventnes. 'rieaimg ctisioiucrs carclessll' or in ntaln street here and feel'Olu cotnc Trevor Hoherts and other Sldoey elementary students have been
(ogfUher. Biif after world War matmer was another J''') kept busy nursing four tiny rabbits youngsters discovered when
'• ■ ■' “.........' iHfad.lhdnomtlHtidSv.ty.cttn they accidently pitched tent on nest during^d^^^^tscople bccame marc mobile and the iMJopIc left totally sansMed, even li ^ ' t'^gaitve
1950s saw a rnbyc ta/tiUfburbia, penniless, Thomas said. Mote than Mrs basic adyke to busincssimen I//Os.





, , —they do it fot fun, he explained. no good spending muuey sm Nti.ue uiiiaciion, a theatrical experience. »
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Homeopathics
North Saanich council 
voted Monday night to hold 
a referendum on nuclear 
disarmament, but may ask 
that a community of the 
same size in (he USSR do 
the same.
Council was dealing with 
a letter from Operation 
Dismantle Inc., in Ottawa, 
asking that the municipality 
vote on the question:
“Do you support the goal 
of balanced, general 
disarmament beginning 
with a verifiable USA - 
USSR freeze on the testing, 
production and deployment 
of all nuclear weapons and 
delivery system?”
motion provided the 
wording was exactly as 
suggested, for balanced, 
verifiable disarmament.
Mayor Jay Rangel then 
said that it was an excellent 
idea “if we can get a 
similar-sized city in the 
Soviet Union to do the same 
simultaneously and send the 
result to Mr. Andropov.”
As discussion continued 
the mayor protested, “We 
can’t even finish our agenda 
on municipal matters at this 
council, and here we are 
debating something totally 
outside our competence. ”
It was suggested that 
results of the vote be sent to 
the secretary-general of the 
U .DN. and to the prime 
minister. Aid Eric Sher­
wood moved that council 
hold the referendum, and 
Ald.;Geofge Westwood said 
he would support the
{Council had just 
finished dealing with a 
dozen items held over from 
the June 6 meeting.)
The motion passed 
without opposition after 
Sherwood told the mayor 
he would move another 
motion incorporating the 
sugestioh for a matching 
vote in Russia.
After the vote he said the 
second motion would have 
to be carefully worded and 
he would need time to 
prepare it.
A battle over whether to 
lease to the Capital 
Regional District the 
acreage on which the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
stands was put off until 
another day.
The matter had already 
been debated at a finance 
committee meeting June 14 
with all council members 
present, and there was a 4-3 
vote to go through with the 
lease, as had been agreed in
■1977_':
On Monday Aid. Harold 
Parrott was absent, and a 
vote on adopting the 
committee’s minutes would 
have split 3-3, which, under 
terms of the Municipal Act, 
would have defeated the 
motion. Instead it was 
tabled for a meeting of the 
full council.
Allan John Lotnick, 18, 
of 9512 Lochside Dr., 
Sidney was fined $75 June 
16 in Sidney provincial 
court after pleading guilty 
to being a minor in 
possession of liquor.
William John Derks, 22, 
of 2141 Bradford Ave.,
Sidney, pleaded guilty to 
driving without insurance in 
court June 14 and was fined 
$300.
That same day Bonnie 
Lynn Rydholm, 32, of 2043 
Courser Dr., Sidney, was 
fined $200 after pleading 
guilty to impaired driving.
A coroner’s jury last week 
recommended installation of 
vandal-proof guardrails above the 
i cliffs on Cordova Bay Road where ■ 
Margaret Ralph, 856 Brentwood 
Heights, and her IT^month old 
daughter plunged to their deaths on 
Feb. 10.
The jury held that the accident 
might have,been investigated sooner 
had the barricade not been broken 
„ before..A,constable had testified he 
I did- not check- when-he first noticed
was finally investigated.
The inquest was told that a car 
similar to Ralph’s had been :seeh 
'stopped between 6:25 p.m; and(6:40 
p.m. in a pullout across the road 
from where the car went dyer the 
cliff. Itwas facing east towards the 
road, and the cliff. An RCMP
p.m. because he thought the damage 
was from an earlier accident or
vandalism.
The inquest was told the baby 
died - from a brain hemorrhage 
apparently caused in the accident, 
and from aspiration of stomach 
contents. Margaret Ralph was 
found to have drowned sometime 
after 10:30 p.m,
A full search did not begin until 1 
a.m. Feb 11, after the broken rail
have gone over the cliff if it were 
accelerated at a normal rate from 
the parking spot to the guardrail. '
For a, southbound car to have. 
gone through as it did. without 
having pulled off the road would 
. have required a tight turn such as a 
driver might make in avoiding 
something, he said.
The jury also recommended, at 
the suggestion of coroner Joe 
Carpenter, that motor vehicles 
involved in accidents should be 
professionally inspected at the 
accident site. The Ralph vehicle was 
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to meet
The bi-monthly meeting 
of the Homeopathic Society 
of the Islands will be held 
7:30 p.m. June 24 at 969 
Lucas Court, Victoria. Dr. 
Hal Brown will talk about 
kinesiology. For more 
information call Karen 
Stickle at 479-0996 after 3 
p.m.
a point
The Latin tag “ad hoc” 
is often heard at meeting of 
the Saanich school board 
but during Monday night’s 
deliberations the phrase was 
stretched to the breaking 
point.
“You may think we’re
‘ad hoccing’ but we’re 
not,” said trustee Rubymay 
Parrott at one point. And 
another referred to a board 
action, taken without 
reflection and for a specific 
purpose, as “ ad hoccery.”
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9;30 ahr;.uSunday School
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For the second time in less than 
two years, North Saanich electors 
w'ill vote Saturday whether to 
spend up to $350,000 on a new 
water main to increase the supply 
in the Deep Cove district.
In October, 1981, a referen­
dum to authorize borrowing of 
the money was defeated 451 votes 
to 310, with only a quarter of the 
electors bothering to vote.
At that time the majority of 
council members who favored the 
proposal blamed its defeat on a
the vote which claimed that the 
average homeowner faced a $300 
jump in net annual property taxes 
resulting from new municipal 
commitments.
The figure of $300 was used in 
the first paragraph. The next 
paragraph made clear that the 
water main would account for 
only $8 of it — and proponents 
of the project put the annual cost 
at less than ^ ^
Two members of the 1981 
council were among the group
The consultant had recom­
mended reaching the same 
vicinity via a main along Downey 
and Derrick Roads, but in the 
same year a six-inch line had just 
been installed along Downey. 
There is no water line down 
Wain.
One of the objections raised to 
the Wain Road main in 1981 was 
that it would provide water to 
properties on Wain Road, and 
allow profitable subdivisions, 
while property owners there 
would not have to pay for the line 
through local improvement 
charges as people on other hew 
lines have done.
The policy of extending water 
lines by local option has been in 
force since 1981. Lines on Birch 
Road, Lochside, East Saanich 
Road and on Curties Point, as 
well as the Downey Road line, 
were put in during 1980 using 
re.serve funds, with no special 
charge to owners of benefiting 
properties.
Proponents of the Wain Road
Poor
turnout
A fire that apparently 
started in the duplicating 
room of Parkland School 
June 20 was quickly put out 
by fire fighters — but not 
before it caused extensive 
smoke damage to the whole 
northeast section of the 
building.
Cause of fire was not 
known at press time. Fluid 
used in duplicating 
machines is said to be 
highly flammable.
Science and math 
departments were hardest 
hit with some 13 rooms — 
including some teachers 
quarters — suffering heavy
smoke damage.
Nicola Creek was writing 
a math exam alone when 
she spotted smoke coming 
out of the air vents at 2:15 
p.m. She alerted office staff 
who in turn sounded the 
alarm and evacuated the 
school.
Community plan revisions
According to students, a 
short alarm sounded 20 
minutes earlier but most 
shrugged it off as a hoax.
The smouldering pile of 
rubbish is all that is left of 
school records. They were 
stored inside the duplicating
room.
By JOHN GREEN
Only about 30 people turned out 
at the Agriculture Canada pavilion 
last Wednesday for the first public 
information meeting concerning 
revisions to the North Saanich 
community plan.
.A second meeting was scheduled 
last night at the Legion hall.
Discussion of changes made since 
the plan was adopted in 1977 and 
the further changes under con­
sideration now made it that a clear 
basic shift in planning philosophy 
has taken place over the past five 
yyears. v'
The original plan Was designed to 
protect the central area of the 
municipality for agriculture 
(although much of it is airport) and 
encourage ‘ ‘ f o u r-v i 11 a g e” 
development in Ardmore, Deep 
Cove, Curteis Point and the 
‘'southeast quadrant”.
The new proposal would still 
protect the agricultural land but ; 
would channel the bulk of 
population growth into a single 
area, the south east quadrant, so 
that sewers could be provided 
economically there and would not 
be needed in the other residential
multiple housing, sewers would not 
be prohibitively expensive, Sher­
wood suggested.
Former alderman Dave Terrell 
questioned the assumption that 
Dean Park would need a new plant. 
He said the problem is not the plant, 
which could be made to handle 
triple the present load, but the 
shallow depth of the outfall in the 
ocean, and that application is now 
being made for approval to correct 
; this.'
He doubted there would be 
sufficient population growth in the 
next five years to warrant any major 
change.
Rangel commented that opting 
for sewers was a major decision, 
because they cannot be afforded 
with acre of half-acre lots, “you 
project yourself into a different 
world.”
Aid. George Westwood said that 
sewers are necessary or there will be 
a serious health problem.
Sherwood repeatedly asked 
members of the audience for their 
.suggestions, but no one made any 
specific proposal. There was also an 
opportunity for suggestions to be
who obtained sighalures of more _ 
than five per cent of the electors v 
in bfder to force a vole, and who 
distributed the circular. One of
them, Edgar Farthing, is on the
coui\cil this year.
The 1983 council has
proceeded with the
that put forward in 1981, and 
again enough signatures have 
been obtained to force a vote. 
This time the council is
line argue it cannot be left to 
local option since it is needed to 
improve the supply to the whole
area.
A 10-inch connection for the 
line was; pup in; at Wain Road
when the 18-inch main up W^sf
Saanich Road was laid.
di.stribulihg; iWo.wn information 
circular.'
Three quarters of the cost of 
financing the borrowng will be, 
paid by the provincial govern­
ment. Municipal share of the cost 
is estimated at $13,583 a year, 
which will be paid out of the 
revenue from water sales, with no 
change in rates.
; 'W con m sttidy
on the water system is 1980 in- 
dicated' that at times bf ; peak 
water demand, use bf fire hops 
in various parts of Deep Gove 
cbuld drop water pressure ytb
The council plan vyould remedy; 
the situatibnlby taking a 10-inch 
line down Wain Road from the 
18-inch main bn; West Saanich 
Road to link with anpxisting lirve 
on the western part of Wain, and 
with the Birch Road line at 
Kalitan.-'';;^'::;:,
Existing water lines west of 
West Saanich Road are either six- 
inch of four-inch except for an 
eight-inch main down Clayton 
Road to Baxendale.
Five members of the presejtt 
council support the Wain Road 
proposal, contending it is the 
cheapest and simplest way to 
solve a major problem, providing 
ample water without pumping to 
an area where is not a sufficient 
supply for fire, fighting, and 
where higher properties are 
sometirnes without water at times : 
of peak demand.
: Farthing opposes it on; the^ 
grounds that there is no 
justification formakingit the top 
priority water project and that j 
“some pf the facts given in favor 
of it are not facts. ’’
Aid; George "Westwood lias 
also expressed concern whether 
the Wain Rbadmain should be 
the priority project, and would 
like to see a master plan for water 
distribution adopted first.
Two architects Trom 
Murray Pezzim’s Widdmill 
Enterprises told Saanich ; 
Peninsula chamber of 
cbrrimerce ^dinner; meeting ;
I: June 16 the company was 
I interested in gaining the 
5 support of the business 
y icommumtyd^^ 
j "proposed $50 million Tod ;
as well as ; seasonal em- ^ 
ployment buT it was? ex­
plain ed ? the ? compaiiy:? did 
not want the project to 
come across as a ‘‘mega
bpOm-bust typefindustry”
Inlet development of 
luxury hotel, golf course, - 
spa, conference facility and 
housing development.
The chamber was told the 
“destination resort” would ; 
draw people in on a year- 
round basis and that the 
conference resort would ? 
attract new clientele beyond 
the tburisl while the golf 
eburse would be capable bf 
hostingworldclasstour- 
??naments."\,:;'''?'^r?;?';.'■■■
It was pointed out the 
development would become - 
a major taX generator and ii 
was hoped the hotel and 
golf course would be in 
service for Expo 1986, 
however, one architect said 
although the proposal had 
good reception from GRD 
planners there were many 
jiurdles to be overcome.
areas'.'
The southeast quadrant includes 
Dean Park Estates and all the rest of 
the area on the east side of the 
municipality sbiith of Sidney and 
the airport. Sortie; of it is; in the 
agricultural land reserve; including? 
the Agriculture Canada fesearch 
."'Statibn; ?.?
own sewer system; A recent attempt 
to proniote sewers fbr ihe Lochside- 
Bakerview area cfailed? when it was
The 1,200-acrc, property 
iricludes 942 aefes ill the? 
CRD and : 250 acres' in 
Centra! Saanich.
about $500 a year.
Aid. Eric Sherwood, chairman, of 
the committee conducting the 
community plan review, told the 
meeting il was anticipated that 
Sidney and' Dean .Park Estates 
would both need new .sewage 
treatment facilities, and that the 
federal government would, also 
participate in a new plant on the 
airport.
Mayor Jay Rangel suggested that 
proposed development ‘ on the 
Paquachin Indian reserve would 
also be involved.
With these other agencies sharing 
the cost of treatment facilities, plus _ 
small-lbt?? subdivisibn and ??some:
; One ? man ? sugested that ? 
development in? the southeast 
quadrant would cause? traffic?? 
problems and that a cost bf growth ? 
study was needed before a. final 
deicision was ?iTiade; ?Another : 
suggested there should be a 
referendum on the southeast 
quadrant proposal.
Terrill asked if the rest of North 
Saanich? would cbntfibtite towards? 
servicing for high density in the 
south east in order to take the 
pressure off the rural lifestyle 
elsewhere.
Gerry Edwards asked if council 
had any way of controlling growth' 
in accordance with plans, and-was 
told there was some control through- 
zoning and through provision’ or 
non-provision of services.
Reference to a potential of 2,000 
more houses in the municipality.
??■?
was challenged by Pete Whiiehouse, 
who estimated that less than half the 
potential lots were actually suitable 
to build on.
review could be completed by 
October, so that it would not 
become an election issue.
,?
Following a meeting June 
8 when Windmill presented 
plans to Capital Regional 
D i s tr i c t, ? p I a n n e r s a p- 
parently declared them­
selves irn pressed ?with the 
cbmprehensive approach, 
according to the architects. ?
Ther will; be an op­
portunity for some 200 jobs
'■4--
? ? PIaiis 10 loi^ a SO-yard 
strip pf?trees oh hirpori, land 
south of Willingdon Road 
;hayic?bccn put on hold as a?
' r<5su It'pf ???protcst,5i y: f rom, 
resident and p 
' f I'0 in :??'■?,; N 0 r ih?:;]; ?'S aa nlc It ? 
council.
Airport manager ?Gerry^ 
Baker and ,olhcr?pfneials 
met at? North? 
municipal hall Wcdnesdtty . 
with council reprcsenlativcs 
and members of the public?
;?■;-! It ;??\vas?;?;.an’:;:;::-'Unol’ficial
ineeting, but Mayor Jay 
Rangel ;;said; Monday ;iliat 
Baker had agreed that he 
would? riot' go ;ahead with 
tree-cut ling without 
agreernent from council and 
" tit H t'?-.4l\e?-;: wop Id ;;A h old 
discussions with a sub­
consists of Di. Mike 
Massie? a forestefi and br, 
Pal Warrington, a botanist ;
Purpose of removing the 
? strip of trees was to let the 
sun St rlkc the road earlier in ’ 
the 4ay during the win-
icrtime, Frost bn the Tpad? 
f"Was'?-' bianicd ’;;?f6r?;: twa??ac- -
cidents in 1981.
There were also plans to
fctnbvc ^“Atpp^sfied^
darnaged’V ircc^id’rpm the 
?balancel;p'f ? A h'c'?45;?'.hcre, 
block of fiarcsted land? I'h^ 










w u 1 t«tl6n js .Ixtbnded toIhoiie who hi 
" od ■■'SS; yo moro;?;dh
i^^^,.?'v;;1608'Quadra^^ 
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1 support the Wain Road proposed water line. I 
believe this project will provide general community 
benefit for enhanced domestic supply and presently 
inadequate fire protection.
The domestic water pressure in the high elevation 
areas of Deep Cove, principally adjacent to West 
Saanich Road (in the vicinity of the fire hall, Clayton 
and up into the Hillgrove area) have suffered marked 
pressure reductions and even on occasions, no water at 
all— these admittedly are rare indeed by they present an 
unmistakeable signal.
The signal of domestic water supply difficulties 
(which can be mediated to some degree by lawn and 
garden water rationing) are well beyond any hope of 
adequate fire protection.
The fire department has not only continually alerted 
council to this but has recently demonstrated it during a 
test burn of an old building at lower levels in Deep Cove 
off Madrona Drive. There was insufficient pressure to 
supply the pumper properly and a larger, uncontrolled 
fire may have been impossible to stop.
The fire department has re-tested hydrant pressures 
again to confirm their inadequacy prior to the height of
the summer when things will get even worse. But don’t 
just rely on our firemen’s tests. The results? Con­
firmation of inadequate fireflows — the figures are all 
available at the municipal hall.
So what are the consequences? Despite the fact that 
the system is old and was planned for a certain 
population figure, the domestic supply is usually okay 
and probably with judicious management, could 
continue with only minor inconveniences.
One booster pump has already had to be installed on 
Cromar to get sufficient pressure, but more im­
portantly, when residents on piped water see a few fire 
hydrants within reasonable proximity they have the 
expectation — and maybe even the right — to expect 
these structures to provide protection in case of fire and 
for council to provide an adequate “level of service” for 
their water bills and associated parcel tax.
1 suggest that, at present, these people are being 
progressively misled into a state of false security. What 
is even more distressing is that when they look at their 
tax bill (likely more than $1,000 per year and their house 
fire insurance, conservatively more than $250 a year) a 
$6-$10 per year (or 50-75 cent per month) increase in
insurance costs for the increased supply is little in the 
way of an extra insurance premium for the protection 
that is now inadequate. I suspect — but cannot say 
with certainty — that the Insurance Under-writers who 
have reported the inadequacy themselves will likely raise 
insurance rates in any event— and not just by 50 cents a 
month — to cover the likelihood of claims com­
mensurate with their observed level of fire protection 
presently existing.
One might say that the enhanced water service could 
even save insurance costs — but this may be pure 
speculation.
What about people on wells? They don’t have any 
better fire protection! But they know what they bought, 
and they pay for it in increased fire insurance premiums, 
which are generally quite a bit more than 50 cent to $1 
per month higher than Deep Cove rates. They also don’t 
have to look at fire hydrants, wondering how much will 
come out of them when they might be needed.
I would personally be happy to add this sum to my 
insurance total if my coverage could be so markedly 
improved. And 1 believe that as a citizen of North 
Continued on Page AS
60 YEARS AGO
From the June 21,1923, issue of The Review
Bare Island is one of the small islands where sea gulls 
annually flock for the laying season. Last Thursday the 
Dominion government sent a man and his wife there to 
protect the gulls’ eggs, but it was somewhat late in the 
day, as the bulk of eggs that would be laid this year, had 
already been taken by the Indians.
A number of weeks ago a majority of North Saanich 
authorized construction of a 10-inch water pipeline 
down Wain Road from the West Saanich Road to 
Madrona Drive, where it would effect a junction with 
the peripheral pipeline, the object of its construction 
being to increase the pressure and supply of water to 
Deep Cover and its adjacent areas; and also a municipal 
water supply to houses and lots on Wain Road not 
/-‘■alreadysq supplied.,"-':'/
At present feeder pipelines (Clayton Road eight 
iriches, Birch Road four inches, Dbwiiey/Road six in­
ches, and Towrier/Park/R^ inches) encompass a 
water/carrying Cross sectional area/ of/119.44 square 
inches./ The projected/ 10-inch Wain Road pipeline 
would have a cross sectional area pf 78^57 square in- 
ches,!an/increase/of 65.78 per cent of the present cross 
sectibrlal area of supply, a substantial and desirable , 
increase.
At the present time, however, in view of severe 
restraints made necessary by the depressed economy, it 
is essential to be absolutely certain that indeed the Deep 
Cove areas are the most perilously short of water. This 
is unquestionably not the case.
- In the‘Curteis Point areas there is at present only a 
meagre supply and so mxich is this the case that all • 
building' and development has been halted until the 
v/ater supply has been adequately increased; further, the 
Ardmore areas depend exclusively on wells, which, in 
the late summer, produce poorly, or in certain areas, 
provide only salt-contaminated water; and even in the 
Dean Park subdivision a recent request to council to 
discontinue the issuing of building permits was made.
It is abundantly clear therefore that the supply of 
water adequate for all purposes and pure and potable, 
must be our first priority and that many areas are in 
greater need than Wain Road and Deep Cove.
For the municipality the limiting factor in the im­
mediate design and construction of a proper and 
adequate watei: supply for the net quarter century, 
during which there may well be a large population 
increase in the Saanich Peninsula, is the tyranny of • 
money. It was, quite apart from the question of need, 
the contentious issue which provoked the submissioh of 
the Wain Road project in October 1981 to the assent of 
the electors. The project was rejected by 451 to 310 
votes, a plurality of 60 per cent, and perhaps the most 
potent cause for its interdiction was that owners of 
properties abutting bn Wain Road Were not tb pay for 
the construction of the pipeline even though it would 
very greatly increase their land and lot values and would 
permit the creation of up to 35 additional lots.
/ If was / and still is/ indisputable that such an 
arangemont violates the accepted prihciplc ‘‘Users Pay 
and ikin/sharp contrast tb/lhc ‘‘Users Pay’’ method of 
payment for pipelines constructed or envisaged on 
Cromar Road and the Ardmore area,.
A second and important consideration was that the 
estimated cost of the project in 1981, with interest at 15 
per cent, was $1,1 millibit bf which sum the* munic 
was to pay 25 per cent and the province 75 per cent.
These sums arc considerable and it is because of this 
that 1 believe that, especially at the present time, the 
construction of a 10-inch pipeline from the West 
Saanich Road to Madrona Drive should be delayed, 
unless Wain Road property owners are prepared to 
accept its costs, until other areas in the municipality in 
much greater heed/for water arc adequate 
both for domestic, fire and Municipal purposes. /
j , D.t.C. Rlnghum
9646 Drive
50 YEARS AGO
From the June 21,1933, issue of The Review
Great indeed are the preparations underway for the 
Saanich Pioneer Society’s “Community Day” on July 
1. The setting for this gay event will be the Agricultural 
Grounds and Hall at Saanichton, and chief number of 
the day will be the official opening of the “Memorial 
Log Cabin,” which will take place at 2:30 in the af­
ternoon, when the Hon. Dr. S.F. Tolmie will officiate.
Keen interest is being taken in the sports events and a 
great number of entries are asured. Races of a varied 
nature include those of needle-and-thread, egg-and- 
spoon, potato, and obstacle. A nail-driving contest, 
horseshoe pitching and a large number of others will all 
go towards making up the program.
Since Gary Wilton, representative of North Saanich 
Fireman’s Association on the fire committee, did not 
consult me as a member of the North Saanich water 
committee or as a founding member of the Peninsula 
Water Commission prior to writing his letter to The 
Review (June 15 edition) with respect to Wain Road 
water pipeline,:! feel constrained to set forth my point 
"///of view,oh this'issue.; /■'/..
Apan from the quiet reintroduction on July,/! ^ 
a defeated (by/ referendum) bylaw on the /Wain Road 
water pipeline, my main concern simply is the lack of a 
water distribution /system master plan designed to 
address on a priority basis the Deep Gove Water 
problems, other areas of :water distribution concerns" 
such as Curteis Point,/Dean Park and inherited water 
pipeline undersizing and associated problems.
A resolution for such a plan is currently tabled at the 
water committee level. In my opion, falling out from 
such a plan; council guidance would: be given in con­
struction priorities in relation to potential trouble areas 
so that council may spend our limited fundsMogically 
and sequentially on a priority basis.
1 have access to and have examined the myriad of area 
water studies pertaining to North Saanich water
distribution going back to 1976 and before and, in my 
opinion, the current documets simply do not address the 
North Saanich water system as a single integrated entity, 
either financially or hydraulically. :
Such a plan is not an impossible dream. Sidney, as an 
example has an effective computor analysis of itswater 
/ distribution/systenv(1979) which indicates a phasing-in 
process to assure delivery of water with the minimum of • 
problems. Naturally, it must be updated by the com­
putor model from time to time.
In this age bf microchip technology it is time to go 
beyondf '/seat of the pants” engineering, political ; 
engineering or responding; to welLmeaning pressure 
groups to the detriment of the public interest.
Let us first have a water distribution system master 
plan in place, establish an order of magnitude of overall 
cost, then vote for an expenditure of fiscal resources 
with the confidence that the funds are well spent and 
will satisfy our water requirements effectively and 
- economically in the years to come. ’ -
For the above reasons I cannot support the con­




From the June 23,1943, issue of The Review
“Applegarth,” better known as “Miraloma,” at­
tractive and well known home of former Lieutenant- 
Governor the Hon. W.C. Nichol, in Sidney, was 
recently sold to L.H. Nicholson, former owner of the 
National Biscut Co., Vancouver.
Applegarth was part of the estate of the late Walter P. 
Murphy, American millionaire and philanthropist who 
died last year in Los Angeles.
Mr. Murphy added to the grounds of Miraloma and 
made considerable alterations changing the name to 
Applegarth, by which it is still known.
We understand the new owner will come here to 
reside. It is reported he recently disposed of his interest 
in the National Biscut Co. to Garfield Weston, 
Canadian born British M.P.
/30 YEARS-AGO ' ''/'/ .
From the June 24,1953, issue of The Review
A big tree grows near thewell-known Shady Creek 
United Church on East Saanich Road. It is on the 
opposite side of the highway oh heavily treed property 
owned by Mrs. Emmens, of California. The Douglas fir 
is perhaps hundreds of years old and it has attained a 
diameter of nine feet three inches five feet above the 
ground. In circumference it measures 27 feet nine inches 
at the same point.
: The top blew off the tree 50 years ago and is still lying 
nearby. It is nearly 35 feet long while the standing tree 
still measures 170 feet.
Residents of Deep Cove have reported finding a 
quantity of thin .strips of silver paper scattered over a 
number of gardens and properties in:the area. The strips 
are not unlike those dropped by aircraft during the 
recent war to confuse radar screens.
Robbie Burns/once said“The best laid plans of mine 
and men gang aft aglie”
Several years/ago many men/envisioned a reliable 
source of / water capable of being distributed t p every 
property needing it on/the Saanich Peninsula. To this 
end they were supported by the provincial/governiment 
who appointed the Peninsula Water Commission; 
backed them with the resources and facilities of the 
Capital Regional District and a donation of $3,000,000. / :
The three municipalities/. Central Saanich, Sidney and 
/North Saanich /were responsible for installation of; 
distribution lines/as needed and supported by a 75 per 
/cent inunicipal grant to basically cover costs,
A vital component to the distribution system was the 
need for a balancing reservoir to provide much needed 
pressure for homes located on higher ground •— this has 
been built at a cost of $1,150,000 but cannot be used
because of the dog in the manger attitude of those who, 
having water themselves, are obsessed with keeping 
others from improying their properties.
Another group of uhpaid men; dedicated to their own 
and their neighbours properties have spent thousands of 
hours training as volunteer firemen — their frustration 
is imderstahdable when at 3 a.m. their buzzers and the 
sirens go, calling them to a blazing inferno;and they 
helplessly stand with a limp hose in their hands from 
which a few puny drops dribble because a few short 
sighted aldermen have pressuredThe municipality into 
spending thousands of dollars on a referendum to 
prevent the u/sc/of and cause the waste of $1,150,000 of 
the taxpayer’s money — “Man’s inhumanity toman” 




From the June 26,1963, issue of The Review 
Wreck of the ill-fated Iroquois is gone for good. , 
A group of scuba divers in Sidney had earlier located , 
the apprdximate/positidn of the wreck/of the once active / 
ferry-steamer which sank off/North Saanich at the 
beginning of the century.
Last Weekend the/three: divers set out to go/down to 
The vessel.'/■''/;.///■;- --f/,-//
/ They found riothing but sand.
Dredging operations which have been carried put at 
Shoal Harbor have clbsed off the story of the Iroquois 
for ever/ Divers estimated that three or four fa/thPms of 
sand have been dumped over the area in which the vessel 
/lies./-:- ■ ■/■: /,/"/,//;- /:'/,■-/'..://:■/•
10 YEARS AGO
From the June 20,1973, issue of The Review 
Resthaven Drive park will be Sidney’s project this 
summer, with lawns to be seeded this fall, walkways and 
llowcrbeds developed. /y /
Commanding a view/ of Fisherman’s Wharf and the 
picturesque Resthaven Hospital, the park will be a 
pleasant oasisof peace for the north end of Sidney;
.V't ■
■:"//:-/-^:'/.-//r'ES'TABLlSHfO/191?/'v/--
,/PUBUSHEfl --/IW/R/ (Bill:) lOiSEflE / / 
EDITOR -■ Regoio Rowand: /:' / / • 
ADVERTISING SAtES'-^Mafilyn Down; /
/^-////'ay/tASipqoffitss/iisti'JvUO':,/*? fi|«,!m/5i«fl<'vT,C//y«iTws
liAMiNiitiM iil#! m »•«’kt l»r/i»w m)\ *t /
/: »t •- -ciBMitfi xmpiBin Ankutitn:/
By now, you’ll htilve noticed; that nobody is asking: 
Brian Who?
Theie can/bc no doubt thai unless be stuinblcs into/a 
bayonet, forgets his name,Or defects to tltc Soviets, 
Brian Mulroney will be Canada’s next prinie niiiiistcf. 
j/ The man; who stole a part/orjoc’s/citlh at birth aitd 
added it to his own, will pidbabiy enicrgc frpin tile next 
federal election With the biggest majority of arty party in 
Ganada’s history, including (hat of John Dicfenbaker. 
:/'':::'/Dcmocracy/ can ■ play'/sltrangc'-.gRthes, / Here, is" n/vnan''/- 
who mst only/hns no parliamcmary experience, but has 
care fully avoided getting It, iihd he beats a former prime 
,/minister/and//thrcc/c.abinct//mlpisters,in:-the (-ace (or.(lie,
/^,leadership.,.; „■:,"'/“//■'::// //://,/:/.■,'"//'///://
The game appears even stranger when a man like 
//^DaVe,//-/Gramblc//ik/’/'//univer!iially"//hailcd/,;/by//hik'/ptiriy/-, 
colleagues as the party’s constdence,/ the man who 
enunciates evcryihing i liiai’s good uiid dt/ceiii about 
/-politlcSr/get/only/a/bundred/dhdAoth'c/odd/^'otcs/'Ojithe, 
first ballot and then slides into oblivion fast.
The H'dik- of the dcrnoci.ilic piocc:'' cominuc "hen 
'/you/:cortsider that/Johh' Crosby/WOuld havc/bccn//a clear:- 
; Wlnner,/ had the final.shovydown been between himself 
;,.:Tind:MulrOneyi/;-: //:/:--
Uf coui.se, If was the tierce loyalty witii which Liark 's 
mrporters clung to him until the biller end that mined
Crosby's chances.
Had Clark dropped Om when the writiitg was clearly 
on the /wall; most Of his supppittrs would hiavc/gOne/to //. 
Crosby, not to Mulroney and Canada's next prime 
minister would have been one John Crosby.
, One thing becante per fectly clear ill the process of the 
/rory/lcadcrship election. There is very little support for i 
either the right, or the left wing of the patty,
If Crombie, the only red Tory in the bunch, was 
roundly defeated, John Gamble, whose political 
conviciions put him slightly to the right of Aitilla the 
Hun, was demolished.
Both Ciumbic and Gamble pulled no punches during 
their speech oh the eve of I hc/votc; they left ho/doubt as; 
to whCMC they stood.
Crombie warned the party nevei to forget that 
compassion is the most important/ingredient/of pqlitics/ 
His /little poerri ”1 am a Tory,’’/far from being kitchy," 
was a poignant reminder to the assembly that humanism 
niust be the basis for goy'erning a country,
Gamble, on the other hand, vowed to bring back the 
death penalty and the disband the CBC, But he had the 
gnicc to admit after jhai he was 'to;vcrwhclmingly 
<iefeaicd,’kand that his radical views were obviously not 
shared by many.
Back to the result, Mulroney got the nod, and he vvill 
lead the Tories into the next election battle. Only a 
rihmcle can save tlie Liberals ffOhldefeat/
What kind of/ prirnc tnihisicri/ I / Wonder, will: 
/jviulrottcy makeTSponcr or later; we-1) know, but let’s 
./-,specula/leW..lhl,/, /^ ,/-,■ //////./,//-
'/////,/l,'>(;:' ;/'lW,ajd////onJy/;/two/;:hcrjmj;k//accvi:;atiohs: /against//
/"'Mulroneyr/t>he:,"4ie-'4tak-'ho/'pariiarnchtary!;:cx/perience,/' 
and two, be appears to slick.
fOr nter sluiiildii’i be held ngrtiiist Kim/ Of course. 
■/Ke/could,ltaye W(ut?ht/"a/federhljcat'hftcf:lpsing.the:/1967; 
/Jeadership/race/and.got'yome/experlence ih:/thc'House/; 
bill he cTio-sc noi to,
//',y/ f,:/dunk/' h-..Will/iuakc/iJiule/difn;tchvC.//'Lhbk//ai.;ihc^
/!"parHamcntary:cxpcrlence;Tr»de«u:hhs'and/li!)ok.at'What:
he's done wiih it.
Clark had parliamentary experience when he became 
. The/Icader and he made monumental errors. He tried to i 
// govern as/if he/had a majoriiy government and lost the / 
// ne/xt election//: He/callcxl for a/leadcrsliip conv(hilion,^/ 
^ tliough lie had the support of 65 lu'r cent of the 
delegates at the Winnipeg convention.
/Vliandspiue/and I’m sure it will b 
win the next election. He gambled and he lost. An error 
in judgement and .strategy. Experience docs not prevent 
a man from shooting himself in the foot.
That bring.s us to the second/ point, Mulroney's 
smooth and slick image. It worries me a little bit loo, 
and I’m not alone. A lot of Tories have told me they 
would have preferred Ciosbie, the wholesome and 
homespun Newfoundlander. . / ;
have gpi.,^ He'll be all Canadians have got after the next 
■'"-election,::^';-:; ,/:/-/ -■ -
It vyill be up to Mulroney to show us that he's more 
than just a smooth face. His record as a mediator and a 
perfion who can? heal wounds is good. He took/over a 
cornpahy/thai has the worM labor record in Canada. 
Thyre/had been some 50 legal and illegal strikes befoie 
he became tire head of the Iron Ore Compnay. There 
been none since.
/ : / W close some onts
Puebcc Operations, it did so with the utmost - con­
sideration for the workers and their families. Even the
unions had praise for ihVWvay (ri vvKich Mulrbney 
/ /handled the matter; Not only were the workers and the 
unions broughi/inio tlte negotiations some two;years; 
;/ ;/ before the plants were actually shui/down, but there 
vverc generous severance avicemenis.
If Mulroney can bring these talents to his party and, 
ultlm.mely to the nation, hr will be a)i excdleiu pfime
/; //.rnmjs'rcr//,'//::' /"';/"'""::/ ":/:/,„;: ',///./..
////////-Tbertalnly/vvjsHkim'Jhcbest'ofluck. ■
: I*', ,y,: ' i.;'
awm
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more letters
■ Continued from Page A4
Saanich who is interested in the collective good of our 
community and its citizens, I would have the parcel tax 
added to my property as well to assist my friends if tliey 
would reciprocate.
This leads us to the question — who should pay? The 
history of the Deep Cove water works and community 
assumption of its debts — which everyone in the 
“specific water area” still pay — is probably not widely 
understood. The reason is partly that in our present and 
most recent past, the policy has been that the proponent 
should pay. Most —^ but not all — water lines have 
therefore been installed by “local initiative”, i.e. by 
those who wish to service lots along a particular street.
But it is in the community interest to link these lines 
and provide loops in case one section breaks to ensure 
uninterrupted service as much as possible. The supply 
has to be balanced and fed from different points to 
attempt to equalize pressures and minimize costly 
pumping to reservoirs only to run down hill again.
There comes a time when the lines in the ground, put 
there more than 40 years ago, need replacement or 
upgrading to meet increased water demand — and il is 
increasing quickly. Once service is provided, ui^grading 
becomes a corporate community responsibility for the 
entire specified water area.
Each area will inevitably have to have improvements 
(since pipe erodes too) and replacements will be 
proposed according to planning) and most immcdiaic 
needs. We are at the stage, infact we are even beyond it, 
when domestic shortages appear. Deep Cove, Curteis 
Point, Dean Park, areas of Ardmore, etc. all need 
attention.
If every voter outside of the Deep Cove area, and 
even a lot in this area, vote not to improve the water 
service at this time, there will be a time in the not too 
distant future when the same group will reciprocate in a 
vote in your are. And it is clearly indicated that 
whatever provincial assistance (yes, your taxes too) that 
might have provided a little cushion spread over the 
entire province’s tax base — up to 75 per cent will be 
lost and your insurance company will be the only one 
building any “works” with your money.
Is this the time to upgrade? Is this part of a master
last until after your or my lime. All 1 can say is 1 know it 
is needed, it is as good an insurance investment as I’ve 
seen in a long while and 1 am recommending il in the 
best interests of everyone.
Your turn will come — for each and every one — and 
1 hope the community won’t turn you down when it is in 
your interests. 1 certainly will not advocate taxes where 
they arc notreasonablc or warranted. Therefore, choose 




Ad hoc solution wonh help
May I correct some misapprehensions and discuss 
some points presented in letters from B. Duncan and 
Gary R. Wilton, regarding the proposed waterline 
extension on Wain Road in The Review, .fune 15?
Both letters refer to the petition for a referendum on 
the propo.sal to borrow $3.50,000 to pay for this ex­
tension (Bylaw 397). I helped circulate the petition and
actually presented it to the municipal clerk. The writers 
suggest that few of those who signed were residents of 
Deep Cove and, therefore, by implication, did not have 
the right to petition. The facts are:
•Some 130 of the electors who signed the petition are 
residents of Deep Cove, many in the area close to 
Duncan and Wilton.
•All taxpayers in North Saanich will be required to 
pay the costs of this extension and all have a legitimate 
right to petition for referendum on the question.
•Aldermen Sherwood, Westwood and Farthing 
favoured minimizing the cost of the referendum by 
holding it in conjunction with the November municipal 
elections. This was voted down.
To justify the waterline extension on Wain Road the 
argument is put forward that there are serious problems 
with the water system in Deep Cove. The facts are:
•The extension will be of greatest benefit to owners of 
unserviced lots along Wain Road.
•In circulating our petition we did not encounter 
anyone in Deep Cove with complaints of inadequate 




An engineering study on 
the cost of providing sewers 
and storm drains, and the 
effect of storm drainage on 
the lower farm lands of 
Keating Ridge Will be 
submitted to Central 
Saanich council when 
committees meet June 27, 
says Aid Dick Sharpe.
The engineering study 
was required by council 
b e f o r c s u b d i v i s i o n 
development of the Keatingplan? I believe yes.
Is it the right time? I believe two years ago was the Ridge area could be con- 
best time and maybe it is even too late to get B.C. sidered. W
provincial funding support.
' Will the reservoir help? No, only very marginally
j until a major feeder is provided aridythe reservoir 
I provides some balancing.
Ts Wain Road the riglu place? It is a good as any other 
terms of costs using 16-inch gravity supply, the 
? jengineering reports suggest it is best.
) The decisionds yours. I cannot try to suggest it is a y
y':“pay riqw” or“payyiater” proposition that might even y
::3Miristy
The following persons 
are requested to contact the
Phone G56-9505
Chapel of Roses
. nearest detachment of the
RCMP for an urgent 
personal message: Bud 
’ Burwash of Surrey, B.C.,
Harry Chobey of Van­
couver, B.C., James Duval 
I of Vancouver, B.C , Ivan
y Vaushan of Abbotsford^ ;
t B.C,, George Fisher of
; y Medicine Haty Alta., Jarmy 
' and Evelyn Richards of
Hope, B.C., James Baker' 
of Conygis Georgia USA;
YOUR COMMUNriY' 
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water presure or supply.
»Ald. Alan Cornford assured council he had received 
many complaints. After two enquiries he was able to 
provide me with only one name and it proved to be a 
person who is not connected to municipal waterlines.
There is also concern for the fire-fighting capability 
of the water system and reference is made to a recent 
report of the Insurance Underwriters. The facts are:
®The report awarded North Saanich an improved rate 
classification.
•The Underwriters listed seven moderately deficient 
hydrants in the whole of the municipality.
•Nowhere in the report did the underwriters suggest a 
new waterline on Wain Road was necessary.
Reference is made in both letters to engineering 
studies and to an “overall plan” which should be im­
plemented, forthwith. The fact is:
•There is no overall plan. At the council meeting, 
when the petition was received. Mayor Jay Rangel and 
Tony Green, municipal clerk, both stated they had not 
seen and had no knowledge of any comprehensive water
There are serious deficiencies in the water distribution 
system in North Saanich, e.g. Curteis Point, Dean Park, 
Ardmore, but there is no plan for dealing with these 
deficiencies in an orderly fashion. We are offered, 
instead, an ad hoc solution which will not solve the most 
urgent problems and will only postpone careful and 
sensible planning. It is for precisely this reason that I 
will VOTE “no” on June25.
. V-'--Powell,
10970 Setchell Road 
Sidney.
compelled to bring to your attention that combatting 
racism is not solely the responsibility of a Human Rights 
Commission. The responsibility is universal. The cir­
cumstances that allow the mayor of the community of 
Eckville, Alberta, to teach anti-semitism without 
comment for 14 years must be of concern to all thinking 
adults.
The commission has written to all school parents’ 
committees and school boards in the province to re­
emphasize the responsibility each of us has to protect 
our free and democratic .society, and in particular our 
obligation to our youth. Too often, news coverage of 
incidents, and subsequent commentary, enjoy an un­
derserved comfort in the fact that the situation did not 
arise locally.
We believe that a general unwillingness to speak out is 
what allowed Jim Keegstra to espouse his belief in a 
Jewish conspiracy in his classroom for 14 years. The 
question is whether similar situations exist or could 
happen in British Columbia.
How would an individual British Columbian deal 
with a Jim Keegstra in his or her church, school or city 
council? The commission would like to be confident 
that the teaching of anti-semiti.sm, racial supremacy or 
racial hatred does not and could not occur in British 
Columbia undetected. The commission is making itself 
available to work with any concerned community to 
address intolerance and bigotry wherever it may sur- 
- fa e.''
Charles B. Paris, S.T.D.
Chairperson, 
Human Rights Commission
The future of western Canada has always been 
decided in either Toronto or Montreal. Now Montreal 
holds all the political power and Quebec gets all the 
benefits. It will get those benefits because it has a 
government elected who are dedicated to separation and 
hence the people of Quebec have to be bribed by the rest 
of the country.
Canadair and other projects are a festering, running 
sore in the otherwise healthy body of western Canadian 
taxpayer. We are always drained by the east.
Our own land, our own resources, our own gover­
nment, free of eastern Canadian dominance is an ob­
viously better goal than all the rhetoric of political 
parties and all the graft of eastern politicians. The 
Western Canada Concept and independence is the way 
of the future. Western Canada can be a prosperous free 
nation some day soon.
This is the message I will be taking all over Western 
Canada in the months ahead.
Doug Christie 
Leader, W.C.C. of B.C.




dual functions; they supply potable water for domestic 
consumption, and they supply water for fire protection. 
Domestic consumption means more than ju^ water for 
human consumption. It includes water for sanitation, 
lawn sprinkling, stables^marinas and similar water­
consuming purposes.
Any dual-purpose system must be able to supply 
enough water for fire protection while at the same time 
it must meet the maximum anticipated consumption for 
other purposes.
' "‘':'area':o'
Recently we have seen several articles regarding the 
education funding for federal institutions. It has been 
brought to our attention that a man serving a sentence 
at William Head Prison will probably be the last to earn 
a university degree, as this program has been cut.
The inmate stated in this article “has the government 
become so alienated from the people that it has forgtten 
that it is the quality of life that constitutes a better 
society :.. not the quantity of paper it hoards?” How 
much thought did this man give to the quality Of life for 
; his'victim?
A university degree is a privilege, which should not be 
given to the people in our society who break the law'. 
Arevwe to educate murderers and rapists? How many 
hard wbrking honest, people in our society today are
Recently the prime minister proposed a plan to debate 
in the House of Gomrhons a resolution which would 
lead to entrenchment of property rights in Canada’s 
Constitution. Mr. Trudeau has worked to provide this 
protection ever since his entry to Parliament. Yet these 
efforts have often been misrepresented by our op­
ponents. I am writing to set the record straight.
In 1960, Prime Minister Diefenbaker, under the 
Canadian Bill of Rights, gave explicit protection to 
property rights in areas of federal jurisdiction. This is 
still in effect, and it is preserved by the new Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms. But these provisions do not apply 
to provincial jurisdiction. Moreover, these rights could 
be modified by another law passed by Parliament. To 
overcome these weaknesses, we need to entrench 
property rights in the Constitution.
Mr. Trudeau first set our proposals for the protection 
of property rights in 1968 when he was justice minister 
in Mr. Pearson’s government, and again in 1969 when 
he became prime minister. In 1978, the federal 
government once more put forward a property rights 
clause in its proposed Constitutional Amendment Bill
In July, 1980, in its proposed draft of a Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, the federal government again
did not include it in the charter, largely because of 
continuing provincial concerns on this point. Later in 
the year, air of the provinces, except Quebec, together 
with representatives of all parties in the House of 
Commons agreed to a charter containing no specific 
reference to property rights.
The recent proposal of the Prime Minister to amend 
the charter states:
“Everyone has the right to life, liberty, security of the 
person and enjoyment of property, and the right not to 
be deprived thereof except in accordance with the 
principles of fundamental justice.”
The prime minister hoped that Parliament would 
soon adopt this measure. But actions by the opposition 
parties have delayed its consideration. Adoption ot such 
an amendment to the charter would require not only 
parliament’s approval but also the consent of the 
legislatures of at least two-thirds of the provinces with 
at least 50 per cent of the population of all the 
provinces. Those who favour entrenchment of property 
rights must work to persuade their provincial 
representatives.
Prime Minister Trudeau has carried forward the fight 
to obtain entrenchment of property rights in the 
Constitution. His recent proposal was not an isolated 
event. It was another step toward his goal of better 
protecting the rights of Canadians.
Tom Axworthy 
Principal Secretary
D. CROSSON CONSTRUCTION LTD.
{GENERAL CONTRACTOR)












The FireUnderwnters’ survey made in January 1983 struggling to put their children or themselves ^rough ; ;
for insurance grading purposes pointed out that 
Deep Cove area was moderately deficient. It is generally Our Solicitor General Robert Kaplan tells us there is
charter. However several provinces contended that
appreciated that removal of deficiencies can result in a : not enough money to keep known, dangerous people 
more favourable fire insurance classification which has behind bars, and: soi they are being released on man-
spelling put this right could present difficulties in such
areas as zoning, expropriation, and the regulation of; 
non-resident la:nd ownerships Despite the rhetoric of
Canada-Concept, Sit: was the 
entrenchment of property 
not the Government of
CahadaS
, the question.arose .briefly during the 
hearings on the Constitution. The government approved
-:'SJ:
reliability of .source of supply condition arrangement, dollars, of which 3.5 million dollars went to em- 
operation and reliability of mains and their installation: , ployment and training of inmates. This very large e.x-
distribution of hydrants and their size, type, installation penditure for a mere 11,000 inmates, 
and condition; and miscellaneous factors.
' Another consideration in the underwriters’ report 




Waterflow tests in January 1983 indicate 370 
LG.P.M. at Cromar and Deep Cove Roads while in 
June 1983, 340 LG.P.M. were recorded at the same 
location; The dead end main at the western end of Wain 
from volume and pressure drop when 
used by the fire department — volume 340 LG.P.M. 
Residual pressure — 65 PSl.
The two standard fire deptartment pumpers are 
capable of pumping 840 LG.P.M.
A fire in one building creates an external fire hazard 
to neighbouring structures —
EhristieMmessage^
as
most significant in the 
a minimum
15%et(;4;6mVapatH;Ncighbouringstructuresareex- 
Kposed tb'h&t by radiation, and possibly by coriyecfi^^ 
currents; as well as to the danger of flying brands of the 
fire.
Any, or all of these .sources of heat transfer, may be 
sufficient to cause an ignition in the exposed structure 
or its contents. Therefore when calculation for fire 
streams arc determined, adjacent exposures, trees and 
vegetation must be considered.
A secondary feeder main on Wain Road with cross­
leader,
:/;:-::'prime:minister."'::::-
Two-thirds of the delegates at Ottawa were from
,1983; they chose one of
theiiown.
The election of Brian Mulroney guarantees a growth 
in bilingualism and a growth in Quebec power in 
OttawaLThe Ci'dwsnest Pass rate, tariffs, equalization. 
Or any other issue will how be decided by one of two 
men from Montreal. There is no way the west can even 
win or get a fair deal in Confederation.
i^lways undo the ■ 
:; hip:belt::ahd lo&en Q:' 
shoLilderScraps'of: i: ' 
your back pack 
: : when crossing a - 
. river or a strearri. ::: '
-Tl'ii.'Cell Wda 1 i?a1 CitK5. SutiOlv
A i’; If i.i.;,.Li.‘'r''i r.I J .,i





Having followed the news coverage of Jim Kcegstra’s 
leaching and the commuhilir ofl HCkvillc,‘ Albefla’sf 
reaction, it
nity  
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TABLEWARE TRENDS
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FrencH, German & Canadian.
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our shop roacly for oponlng.





To enhance your dinner tablfi, we also carry glassware accessories, placeimats 
and stainless steel flatware.
For a lirnitcid timo only
Bill
OFF
and a jpocial thanks to
Jim and VI Maxwell
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PRICES EFFECTIVE JUNE 20-23. 1983
A white 24-root travel trailer valued at $16,000 was 
stolen from Triangle R.V. Centre lot sometime last week. 
The 1981 Citation trailer bearing B.C. license plates 825595 
was reported stolen to police .lune 14.
In other police news:
®A boat and niotor were stolen from North Saanich 
Marina .lune 17. The boat was recently recovered but 
the motor, a 20 h.p. .lohnson outboard valued at $2,500 is 
still missing.
•Some $1,600 worth of electronic stereo equipment was 
stolen from a Wain Rd. resident between June 8 and 15. 
I’oice could find no sign of forced entry.
•Thieves who broke into a tool shed at the Agriculture 
Research E.xperimental Farm on East Saanich Rd. stole an 
estimaied $2,000 worth of equipment. Police said a lock 
was torn off the shed door June 16 and a chain saw, chain 
saw motor and a weedcater were stolen.
•A vehicle stolen from the 2300 block on Amherst Ave. 
June 18 was recovered the .same day three blocks away. 
The N'chicle was found in a ditch, damage is estimated at 
: $1,000.^V,
•Clothing valued at appro.ximately $1,000 was taken 
from a locked car parked overnight at theTravelodge June
18.Royal Bank manager Tim Perkins presented students from Parkland and Stelly's with $250 scholarship 
awards on behalf of Saanich Peninsula chamber of commerce June 16. Above, Perkins with Paula Newton hieves slashed through a conveitible roof and snal-
amt Janet rlimlev (/‘arkland) and Fan, Fox and Dale Sheppard (Slelly’s). The hnsiness achierenwni an a,-,Is White Birch Rd.
■ JuneT9. Damage to the rool IS said to be $500.were first made by chamber. Murrav Sharrau Plioto
0201 pi; Reg t $28.98'T h e ja b s 61 u t e; b eS t^ex t eqbf 
acrylic latex. Bright 
white, non-yellowing, —
resists peeling, 
cracking & covers m
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01 f43i,Reg. $23,98i ihterior/extorior latex 
with a low sheen,
; durable Aiscrubbable.
! ildeaf for heavy tralfic; ;
yaireas & ex I er i or areas 
, t where a:mar resistarit ;
finish is efesired.
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Youngsters Xry out new Central Saanich Rotary BMX track at 
meet takes place Sunday, s^h-in at 11 a. m. ; - 12:30 p. m. sharp. 
U riders will be entitled w dra w for Appollo Hvwahara BMX
Centennial park Saturday. A single point 
Official opening ceremonies are at I p. m. 
bike donated by Brentwood Cycle.
Peggie Rowasul Photo
Five days of outdoor 
schooling at Camp 
Columbia on Thetis Is­
land — where children 
studied early West Co­
ast Indian culture — 
inspired Owen Wood, 
Kathy Scott and other 
grade five students 
from Sansbury Ele­
mentary School to re­
create Indian village 
(left). While camping 
in open roof cabins, 
youngsters built steam 
pit, enjoyed steamed 
clams, stinging nettles 
and other ethnic In­
dian foods. They took 
part in plant and tree 
identification, orien­
teering and studied 
Indian art and design. 
Cardboard boxes in 
background of photo 
show children's repli­
cas of the Indian 
Kwagiutl — designs 
painted on cedar bo­
xes. The miniature vil­
lage is all hand-con­
structed of cedar 
wood. Instructors 
John Crazley, Warren 
Hamm and principal 
Russell Donaldson 
supervised project and 
camping trip May 30 - 
June 3.
Kodaiy was a 
Hungarian composer 
who taught children to 
sing by using ac­
companying hand signs, 
adding a physical 
movement to sound.
; Orff, a German com- 
[^poser approached^
I ^teaching with the same*'’





and,the way people move 
, are innate abilities and' 
had tiny children singing 
nursery rhymes and 
chanting to movement 
' and learning different 
rhythyms of walking,, 
skipping and running.
Deborah Sumner will , 
bemusing both techniques
Debdrah Sumner
use .a pentaionic vfive- 
Inote scale whichds easy; 
to improvise with — it’s 
the basis for folk and 
orientalmusic, ' she^ ' 
explains.
Sumner predicts that 
after 12 sessions younger 
, children, w’iU,.havp a
-sound pf^^paranon*- for 
formal school music.
. Older musicians will just
be adding to what they- 
already know, she says.
Sumner, 28; has a 
Bacheloi of Music 
and has taught 
{{ music in B.C. schools.
I*'" She plays the piano,
:: gu itar a ri d; reed rd er,; a ncl S;
sings
'S»‘B.atemanv(A-.'T.'M.) U was Another guest, Frank McRaeat-652-9629.
ooummm
c Saanich -Peninsula / p Kitching (’A. r.M?) niember
Toastmasters Club’s fourth 'winning District 21 speech of the A Thunderbird 
^ annual dinner--- held June V COnlest by Nechako ToasimasLeis Club and;
V 1 at the Waddling Dog Inn Toastmasters Club in winner d District
—: was : the setting fen- Kitimat, which he : had by :21 speech contest, spoke oh
presentation ^of 'the DickX his enthusiasm, restored to the topic he had selected for
Bateman Trophyi won this :a thriving rnembership.^r:^ , ,
year by Dan Aid. ntasters Region , I speech | ^ Hi th^ South-Gast
The trophy is awarded; Ruth Arnaud, a guest at the coiuesi to be held in Rent.), | pislrict. ResidenlS ol^ j
annually to the ihember 'hinner, brought greetings ;Nevada, later this rndnth.f^ . who arc inibGCOming vpluntGGr firelighters
who earns the most points, on behalf of the The dinnet concluded the I are cordially invited to attend practices at the Wain : | 
for the best speeches and municipality. Carlos c!ub’.s spiing se^ioii. I Road Fite Hall, which are heid on fuesday evening-,
f for service to the club. The Martins (C.T.M.) Admin., Meetings resume Sept. 13 I [roixi 7 gg [q g gg p ;q
handsome trophy with a 99 Lieut. Gov. elect of and will be held each **






in classes for four, to playing instruments but Registration for 
. eight-year-old children by learning new songs classes is 8:.30 a.m. - 4
this summer in a special tind games. p.m. at Gehtra! Saanich
program — Learning Sumner says Orff municipal hall;;
(Music Through Play. develops percussion recreaton c’o-orclinatof
Youngsters will learn instruments and em- Tim Ruchards at 652-
the basic elements of phasizes improvisation 4444. The classes are
music — beat, ryhthm, “so children learn what held Monday, Wed-
Tpitch and dynamics — by sounds good together.” nesday and Fridays, July
4 not only singing and Both Kodaiy and Orff 4 - 29 and Aug. 2 - 26.
; V The ferry; to Anacortes; is 
■mow'; 'f-;dn-;;fits''■;^\sumrhery;''^
; : schedule, with three saiiings^;^^^^ -^^^^^^ 
daily from Sidney.
Ferries leave Sidney each / 
i; day' hi ; 12:10 
: :■p,m. ;and ;7 p.m.■■'Thcy:lcave ■ ;'■:
; Anacortes mt :8:30: a;hi.,
; 10:30 a.m. and;3:45 p.m. 
f Capacity i
: 2,006' passettgersf On' e
a^im]
v.rWISAyT"^
j ; Prices in eflect; 
untihluhe 22n{|; 183
^(mWrSTOREHOURS'^
9 AfW - iPR« MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
9 AM-6 PM












“Seniors Into The 
Eighties”, was the theme of j 
the B.C. Old Age Pen- I 
sioners Organi/atiion’.s 5).st 
convention held recently in 
New Westminster .lune 13- j 
16. Four delegates from the 
Sidney branch attended —■ I 
Alex , Clark, Gladys 
McDicken, Doris Uoshcr 
and Ernie Edwtirds. '
More than 60 resolutions 
were debuted with 
resolution No. 25 submitted | 
by the Sidney branch, 
rc.solvcd “That the federal 
government revise laws on 
early release, parole, and 
weekendpasses toy 'rapist s f ■■- 
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We {/elmr att 
flfug stare need^^
$179
a few of the many 
resolutions debiUed at the
;';■; :WEtf ilHighlighi 
CO n V Cl] t i oh"; 'h a nq d ef :;y. \ n '■;; 
fly^TA'fwhich 250 dcleaates;;;; 
visitors and dignltiiries 
from Burnaby and New 
I Westminster, the host 
/..i,!./.. fntAwvt a Ht down
to ■OFF:
y".;L. •
«in Br#«twpod Oay 
Shopping Centre 
052*5012;
•nnd In Sidneii 
3rd & Reaccin 
■,656"923l:;:; *141
Brentwood Bav 1
■ Itnf Beiiiilif ul i; Biifisritwoctcl. ::n8i:Wc5t,:SAi>hiciLRij::
''D'-'a;'
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Piranhas swimmer Craig 
Bentham, division 1 boys, 
placed first in all four 
individual events — setting 
a new pool record in each 
race^^^— during a swim meet 
hosted June 17 by the 
Boundary Bay Bluebacks.
Bentham set records in 
the 50-metre freestyle, 50- 
nietre backstroke, 50-meter 
breaststroke and 50-metre 
butterfly.
Although the official 
point count was not tallied 
at press time the Piranhas 
did well with Brenda 
McGuire, division 6 girls, 
winning the 50-metre 
freestyle, the 50-metre 
butterfly, placing second in 
the 100-meter backstroke 
and third in the 100-metre 
breaststroke.
Janice Hanon and Paul 
Stannard also set a new 
pool record for division 1
(six-years and under) 25- 
metre freestyle. Lorraine 
Langstaff and Michael 
Golin both placed in every 
event offered to them.
Winner of the giant 
smurf donated to the 
Piranhas by Brentwood 
Toy and Hobby Shoppe 
was Elaine Jones of 8560 
East Saanich Rd.
Piranhas next swim meet 
will be in North Vancouver, 
June 24 and 25, where 26 
Piranhas qualified for this 
fast time standard meet.
Listed below — the rest 
of the results of a combined 
swim meet June 5 in Port 
Alberni (Top six swim- 
mers).-
Division 2 boys !00-nietre 
freestyle: fifth •— Peter de 
Greef; 50-metre breaststroke: 
second — Michael Golin.
100-metre I.M.: third — 
Michael Golin, fourth — Peter
de Greef: 200-metre free relay: 
second — Ryan McGimpsey, 
Pcier de Greef, Michcal Golin, 
Shaun O’Neill, third ■— John 
de Greef, Paul Stannard, Scott 
Bogle, Donnie Pelerson; Divi­
sion 3 boys lOO-metre freestyle: 
second — Andrew Bus, fifth
— Aaron Hook, sixth — Ben 
Whyte; 50-metie breaststroke: 
second -— Andrew Ens, fourth
— Michael Hicks, fifth — 
Aaron Hook, sixth Murray 
Pears; 100-nictre I.M.: second
— Andrew l-ns, sixth — Aaron 
Hook.
200-metre free relay: second
— Aaron Hook, Kevin Golin, 
Murray Pcar.s, Andrew Ens; 
Division 4 bovs 100-metre
freestyle: .second — John Ben- 
iham; lOO-metre breaststroke: 
second — John Bentham; 
200-metre I.M.; first — John 
Bentham; Division 5 boys 
lOO-metre breaststroke: third
— Shane Oldfield; lOO-metre 
freestyle; second Terry Dean, 
third — Shane Oldfield.
200-metrc I.M.: first — 
Terry Dean, fourth — Shane 
Oldfield; 200-metrc relay: first
— Terry Dean, Shane Oldfield, 
Den Whyte, Michael Hicks; 
Division 7 boys 200-nietre 
1.M.: second — Stefan Van der 
Boom; 200-metre free relay: 
third — Stefan Van der Boom,
Warren Pears, Shaun MacLen- 
nan, Mark Bowler,
Oldtimers hockey
Anyone aged 35 years or 
more interested in playing 
oldtimers’ hockey in the 
1983/84 season are invited 
to attend a meeting 7-9 p.m. 
J uly 6 at Panoramam 
Leisure Centre.
A discussion will be held
on ice times and different 
functions throughout the 
season. Anyone wishing to 
play but unable to attend 
the meeting may call Bernie 
Grimes at 479-0038 before 
July 6.
windsurferdwadirig in
)f Elk Lake? Actually photographer yeas ■ fmiiningj' windsurfer on left when other} 
opposite direction entered the picture. Murray Sharratt IMioio
Ardmore GoM Club news.
Competition for the 
Mixed Spring Cup was held 
May 23 with 70 members 
participating. Winners were 
; Gert Mowatt and Stan 
I Robitison; runners-up May 
/Johnston and George 
Parks.
On June 2 winhers.bf ihe
Fred Bertouche Memorial 
Cup were Dot Dunlop and 
Tom Bryden; runners up 
Irene Clarke and Larry 
Meyers. S i x t y - s e v e n 
members took part in this 
annual event.
Fifteen Pender Island 
Ladies / jburneyed Wto
Ardmore on June 16 lo play 
in an annual exchange 
event. Refreshments and
coffee, under the con- 
venorship of Mabel Slow’, 
vv cre; servied o n i h ei r. a rri V a 1;
In .spite of almost con- 
Tihub us i: fai ni a 11 iga rnies Weib//
completed, the winners of 
low gross being Shirley 
Hayes, Toni Henderson 
and June Allen low net 
winners Irene Clarke, and 
Ann Fairhurst and Gladys 
Beckb Armofe'yLaclieS; w 
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Are you a junior tennis nament July 6, 7, and 8.
Young Tania Spooner, June 4 and 5. Tania, 10, is a pj^yer who would like to try Pickup an entry form from
2245 James White Blvd. member ot The Victoria your arm in tournament Glen Meadows, 1050
placed first in her age group Olympians and was play? For those with little McTavish Rd. check your
in Vancouver Island swim competing against qj. ,.jq experience the Glen age group and have the
championships (breast- youngsters from B.C. and folding a form in by July 2.
stroke) held in Victoria the U.S. junior unranked tour-
Jubilee Building Supplies and Smith 's Supermarket of !\4inqrs league battled in last game of season June 18 
atCentenriicd Parki Ceritral Saanich Little League playoffs begiti this Sharrati Photo
It was a tight race to the and the Expos with 10
finish in two of the three points apiece' look fifth
divisions in Sidney Little place. The Painters had
League baseball — nine points, the Spitfires
"climaxing another sue-, finished with six and the
cessful season of baseball. Eagles and the Giants tied
In the last week of play in for last place with three
the regular season, the points each.
defeated the • ,u„ r ,, , Top four teams in thePanthers ; 11-6 June 13 to j . ; .
i- L w ir 1 ' rMinorsv will; compete in a :
cinch the T tall league play-off June
:chaiup,onsh,p..The Ravens
finished the season With 18 p v mi i r
V :: ^ of the teams will play June
p. ; i, f 15-18 in a sudden deathThe Courgars finished , -op _ . ... ■ : P v, play-off lormat. The ftnal.
one point shy of the , • i ■ mV t.^ . championship game will be
championship and captured ;
second-placeswith;;a.47-10.:::vV
victory ■ over the Panthersr In the Majors the Lions - 
® June 15. The Hawks, captured the league
p _i '.L - .. t /■\ jT 1   T___  \ A f' li n l^^ I r\Tii c h 1i wri t k \ H Q0uhg slugger SardftfHobday questiom umpires despite a 10-6 loss June 14 cliampipnship ith 39
tdW during game played June 18f She plays for xo l\^ fiiushed Pd'niS "- winning their final
Jubilee Building Supplies. third :with 12 points. The sanie of the regul^
Murray Sharratt Photo ^Panthers; had 10 points ^2 June 13.
; while; the Tigers had eight I he Braves,tmislied second
and the Firebirds finished with 30 points and blasted
with seven. ' Gubs 21-1 in their linal
In the Minors the The Aces ^placed
Shrimps with 18 points were ; M'>rd with 24 points whH 
declared league champs, 'hf^ Giibs with 12 points 
finishing one point ahead of ; hvlfist.
The Totems while the KingSv.^^^^ r>lay-offs
;and the Bombers tied for for the Majors' wiiriic held 
third with 15 poiiu.s each. from June i 9 to 2,3.
; The Royals and the piosing ceremonies will 
Steelers with 13 points each be held at Major I,caguc 
lied for fourth and the Mets Park June 26 at 1 p.m.
; ■' '' ‘ ''
vm
Despite numerous postpononient.s clue to rain, Glen 
Meadovys Tennis Club officials announced Peter Crawford 
as the men’s single champion and Marilyn Williams as the -
IVL'.;
(0 18 atGlen Mca(iONvs.
; July 18, Crawford came back after losing the
first set 3r6 an Ken Milne 7-6 and 6-3* while
LWjllianas took y , Davies by scores of 6-3LI-6 and 6-0?^^
In men’s doubles the eomhination of Mike Hunter and
Hbitt and Peter CraWlord Ih 
sets 6-3V 6»4VMarilyn Williams and Vv Dnyies 
captured the ladies doubles,,defeating Bell llarrisipn and 
Roberta Harding 6-3, 6-4.
Mathew Hern in straight sets defeated Jim Black 6-1,6 3 
to v,'(n the nu’n**' singles consointion rinaL MarBrtjf v-MnsHe
6-3,4-6 and 6-3.
7 ih \4en’s douhles consolation final the dual of Jim Black
1 ,ftnd Jim VVtigiior proved too; much for Bob Harding and 












Island Vegetable Co-operative Assocaition held a 
banquet at the Olde England Inn in Esquimau on Thur­
sday evening for members and customers, but the growers 
didn’t have anything to celebrate.
According to co-op manager Darryl Peterson the 
outlook for the coming season is bleak. Weather patterns 
so far indicate there will be good crops all over Canada and 
the U.S., as there were last year and that means no 
prospect of e.xpanded markets for local farmers, but rather 
a struggle to hold their usual markets against surplus 
produce from elsewhere.
Potatoes used to be the main vegetable handled ,by the 
co-op, and last year they still made up 60 per cent of the 
13,000 tons of vegetables processed, but the ban on potato 
growing in Central Saanich because of the golden 
nematode is cutting heavily into that volume.
Last year some potato growers developed replacement 
acreage in the Courtenay ara, and G.A. Vantreight and 
Sons brought new land into production in Saanich, but 
even so potato production dropped over 1,200 tons.
the Maber farm, which will cause another loss in excess of 
1,000 tons.
A year ago there was some speculation that the co-op 
would have to go out of business because of lack of 
potatoes to process, but things have not turned out to be as 
bad;as.'that. ^^
Besides potatoes, the co-op handles cabbage, 
cauliflower, carrots, onions, turnips, beets and parsnips. 
Last year markets were found on the mainland for 36 per 
cent of the green cabbage and 20 per cent of the 
cauliflower, carrots and parsnips. Some sales were made as 
far away as Saskatchewan. ; v
This is no real help to the farmers, however: They get
After five months of 
operation, the Peninsula 
Employment Centre — 
which opened Jan. 4 with a 
$55,700 federal grant — is 
deemed a success. Of 487 
jobless who registered 
January to May, some 333 
found work of some kind 
— even though some of it 
was only part-time or 
temporary.
Some 282 of those 
registered fell into the 
special age group the PEC 
serves — young people aged 
15 to 25 years. They 
comprise 58 per cent of the 
total registered. The other 
42 per cent include native 
Indians, single mothers and 
older people.
There are four sources of 
employment — jobs that 
come in direct to the PEC, 
others which are chahhelled 
t h rou gh from C an ad a 
Employment Centre, client- : 
found jobs and j ob 
creation. Everyone : who 
registers for employment is 
seen by a cqurisellor: who 
discusses the client’s needs 
and problems.
Arrangements are made for j 
;job Jsearch cpunselling arid 
information is provided bn
or none
' ' '
their share orily after freight has been paid to transport the^^^^^ D Rafter with chain saw and helpers has plenty of wood to cut. More wagc'^subsidy training and 
product to the place of sale, where it has to compete in than three acres of wooded area were cleared recently for future soccer fields vocational couriselling.
' ...... soffijdii diamonds at Lochside Park. Wood will he sold in fundraising Barrett-Lennard says it’s
experience and skills 
win out when it comes 
fW tb getting a job. And it’s the
ket they can be at^ a competitive ^ of ^he two counsellors
,Sarall:-V':Xi-^''
The only market where Island 
reasoriable return is bri the lslandi
scheme for park enhancement project. See story, Murray Sharratt Photo still ex
1 growers can hope for a ‘
_ __ ^ __ o e i
Even in
disadvantage. With potatoes, for instance, the U.S. grades 
by size, and the.consumers buy the large’-sizes. Smaller' 
potatoes, called “strippers” are surplus and the producers -~r-
AxnU toL' A cjnvthtnb frSr thprri fhjit th^v ran apt
— Barrett-Lennard and
Joseph Squi'tti —-to help
clients ' help ‘ themselves. " 
That involves discussions
—U In Canada potato grading does not involve size at all, ~ "1 ^ “1 @ = on approaching employers,
„ , , .... , and the “strippers” are large enough for the Canadian ^ ■ focusing on preparing
^ugl(roppcl,eckswmmng,meashecrmses since they are of Hale value in ihe U.S. they are I .flf® O C| || resumes, organizing time
finish line at 2nd annual lO-krti Wtihs I pint cheaply here, yet are not subject to “dumping" JL.afl'CJr being made aware of
Hilltopper Fun Run held June 18. Kropp, with a restrictions — and Canadian growers have to match the any program that may assist |
record time of 51:52, shaved more than minute off price. the job seeker. |
last year\s winning time. Anita Sohon was fastest No statistics are kept as to the proportion of vegetables Cordova Bay Soccer with costs estimated at from eight acres to 11 and Barrett-Lennard says ' | 
women with a 39:55 clocking. sold on the Island that come from the United States, but Club — aided by the $139,000. provide more fields for most people interviewed are
softball club and an cn- The park — leased by soccer and a smarter set of “pretty realistic” although
comes on the market prices drop, and they stay down until (husiasiic community — is MacAnhur Park Estates to softball diamonds, some are depressed and
the local product is finished. The local producer never gets spearheading a Lochside Saanich municipality for $1 The entire area will be re- others arc angry about their I
^ Park Enhancement Project a year — will be expanded needed and should be unemployed situation.
“ready to go” next year, Wc tell them that finding 
I .says Frank Leversedge, a job will mean a great deal 
i chairman Of the finance of work on their paf^
I sitirlcy Money spent more than 10 years collecting 
i antiques and mcmorabillia and then decided 'she :
I iriighf as well go into businetss for herself and ntake^^^;;
I Now the petite brunette with sparkling eyes who
|l hails from Whitehorse, Yukon, runs an antique store .
II with business partner John Pagel at 2073 Amelia —
I well away from downtown and in the industrial core 
$ of Sidney.
: ^ walk-in business —the only wny anyone would know, ^
;> the antique More was there would be by word of
1 A.* fifiuiiHtcinrr nnrt (We cOrinlc admit thev’rC 'moiith or advertisi g a d th^^^^^
I not overwhelmed with customers.
But they’re making a Hying and the word is getting 1 
I afound," M says.“Business is slow buL con- 
I sidcring :the location it’s been; d v:
I dealers buy'here.”
i The main reason they cho.se the oui-of-way site for 
I the store was because it has 2500 square feet of space 
S and holds huge shelves Money didn’t want to part 
with and needs to hold her huge stock, much of ; 
which she collected herself.
Pagel explains, “Shirley hates banks and she 
spendsvcryreadily.”nuyingnnliquesandcollcc- 
| i tildes whs “one way of tying her money up,’Lh
^ ' ■ '-'Jokes* ■' ■ '''
® The Store has some real treasrircs —- Persian 
, ceremonial battle wear which includes a chain inail . 
t Itelmcf. shield and steel stick; a EOthie-style 100 per 
‘ cent Carved walnut buffet with a wandering minstrel
carved on the door Motley paid $2,250 for thi.s
piece; a handsome cherrywood buffet; an ancient 
commercial coffee grinder made of cast iron and 
solid brass and an eight-foot high brass bed,
There’s a fine collection ol Victorian beads — Jet, 
Venettan glass and cuial beads foi inen. And H 
Bearing Twenties clothes arc your special delight r- j 
you'll find them hcrei along with thousands of other : 
tascinaiinparticlesr'-
...
i committee in charge of advise as :muchApersonal^ 
i raising funds. contact as possible with
I The group will receive Potential employers, she
I $51,000 fronv Saanich, a ''’i‘^^'I $46,000 lottery grant and ‘hey will
; | : raisC;$42,0d0 by^^:m
I alder; Trees donated by^^^^I MnriArihnr Prirk Estates your experience, what youI MacArthur Park Estates ^ , ,
I Avcrc cut clown, are bcing^^^^
I chopped and ' Will sell lor “
M _-T • . ■ One ol Squitti s mam; « $80'a cord to anyone: who ,
,;p|.-.r':;"WantS.lt> A,:, : .Trijc? ■ "j',,:; .,, , -’"c .'
IS contacting 
prospectivc employcfs on ; :
I.evcr.scdgc says already the peninsula. He’s 
i more than 60 people have generally well received and 
'J their names down for wood i|,e response from' cm- 
^ and those who want to go pioyers has been good.
|iij on the list should call Joe Merchants in the three 
'I Webber at 658-8072. peninsula municipalities —
I One unique aspect of the Sidney, Morth Saanich and 
i fundraising is its central Saanich arc 
I organization. There arc 28 i,„ing the PEC, Barren- 
fl teams of people and each Lennard says.
I team has been allotted To help employers find 
between 62 and 65 homes to (he kind of employee 
ensure blanket coverage they’re looking , for, the 
when it comes; io bottle peg will screen applicants 
I' drives and chocolate sales, / . nccofdihg I 
I ' And : it’s working welK ; deedfi and will even make tiif
’^Leyersedge, says one team of nee
netted $ 170 from a bqtlIc terviewing.
Th'ive. _ Barrctt-licnnard ftintinds ,
Another^^^^; students they can register 1
scheme - 500 lottery for work at Canada , 
tickets; each with Employment Centre
prizes of $1,000, $750, through the PEC. 103-9790.
^$50()v::$250;HndTix;at;$100::;;.2r^d^Stv.":Sldncyf;;and;!hclri';';:^^^^^ 
offers qdds of only 50 to applications will ? be f lbr-
::.onc.:.,To..buy:onc'call:..Davc:.A:,wardea;io4hi;,GEe..iiv'facf'A”'^
Slpthard at 658-5198. anyone of any age may
Plans Tor the park In- register with the main 
c I u d e . u n d cr g r ou nd : 'employriient (iffjceThroitph 
irrigation and drainage and former
grass instead of dirt and registrations can also be 
stubble, Leversedge says, updated at the Sidney,,.
Al»yl,»^^^wllo would like to Aoificev - ^'^^
'■Newcomm'to town, Shirley Money ami John Pagel have opened large anrlqite store dii A
'■ ''.a .':'.":^'^.a;T''T'Aa.::-A''^''’';'''*' j'ii'A'A;'..' |''i'iil(<.||mwittil IMiotu
make a: tak deductible The I’EC is an Outretfeh
Oject Proit-L’l unmiKi-in'it hu it..«:.:::;donati(3n:vt0;:.;';tiie::Vproj ct.:::'>Pralcct^''-sponsored«Tiy"-
should ^contact rP rmnntnniiy
I Wiiilerbottom at 658-110,5. Associaiion.
igttiii
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Ghildren can run into many problems from birth to 
adolescence but one of the most frustrating is 
hyperkinesis. This is a term often loosley applied to 
children, which is supposed to describe a whole gamut of 
learning disorders. It is estimated that around 5 per cent to 
11 per cent of all children suffer from this disorder.
Well then what is hyperkinesis or, as some people refer 
to it — minimal brain dysfunction ? No one really knows 
because different experts have differing opinions on the 
subject. They all, however, ascribe a raft of symptoms to it 
including inability to concentrate, distractibility, physical 
hyperactivity and impatience.
It is obvious to parents and teachers that most children
These are few reliable and consistant neurological tests 
which diagnose this problem accurately. Subsequently, 
hyperkinesis often becomes a label born of personal 
prejudice rather than definitive expertise. Often it is the 
child’s teacher who comes up with the initial suspicion and 
makes the initial evaluation which then leaves the child
EXHIBmON OF 
PAINTIMGS
HILLSIDE MALL JULY 18-JULY 23
SPONSORED BY THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
ARTS AND CRAFTS SOCIETY
SUMPHER RIDING HOLIDAYS
®5 day sessions from 
•July nth to 15th 
•July 18th to 22nd 
•July 25th to 29th
August Sessions 
available as well
,,^•8:30 a m. to 12:00 noon 
^- ‘SeDaily instruction on 
riding & horse care









I don’t wish to suggest that teachers all jump to this 
conclusion without some basis, only that the label is 
possibly too often applied as an excuse for the teacher 
rather thain as a comment about the child — just because a 
child may have had a poor parenting skills applied in early 
childhood, may be bored and/or a disciplinary problem is 
ho
exist. Many of these children do to 
haye extremely short attention spans/ widemood swings 
and are impulsive and disruptive. These children are also 
usually above average: in intelligence; which Only goes to 
complicate the situation.
Tactics to remedy this situation in 1978 resulted in
Ian Stewart, chairman of board of University of Victoria, awards certificate of excellence in math to Rod 
Pleasance, 1216 Clayton, Sidney, who graduated last week from St Michaels University School. Rod was 
one of top ranking grade 12 students in Canada in University of Waterloo math contest in which SMU was 
again top in natign, competing with some 1600 schools across Canada. Rod has also been chosen from 800 
applicants for $1,500 University of Waterloo entrance scholarship award in civil engineering. He is one of 
only four students to win such a scholarship without a grade 13 standing. Rod was also on SMU's top math 
team in U.S. international math contest, competing with nine high schools. SMU placed second. Above, 
left to right, Stewart, Mr and Mrs. Ken Pleasance, Rod in centre and his brother Earl, on right.
tour
r 30,(X)0 children in pnmary school in Canada being 
" powerful medications such as amphetamines, Dexedrine, A heritage day tour of In Victoria, tickets are 
Benzedrine, Ritalin, etc. These drugs are usually prescribed sof'ie ofSalt Spring Island’s \Ygll>s £jec-
to adults either to keep them awake or as appetite sup- historic buildings will take trical Design and Drafting,
||;spressant but for some reason they have a paradoxical effect PfApe 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. July 648 Fisgard, across from
1 on children. 2. The tour will be sell- police station, and
In some cases use of the stimulant has resulted in
I; dramatic improvement in the child’s behaviour and at- receiving a map ot the street. For more in-
titude but the fear is in over-prescribing and merely ishuid on which heritage formation call 112-537-
treating the symptoms and not the problems. Dr. Carl buildings are clearly 9422.
Kline of UBC an expert on learning disabilities, states tnarked with numbers,
: “outlawing these drugs for children would force doctors ttbhough they rnay be -----------------------------------
S and teacher to make more accurate diagnoses and seek visited in any order that is
. better means to handlihg of hyperactive behaviour.’’ ‘ .
■ . .... . . A cream tea will be
JYIARINlfeoyRT::
YOUR PROFESSIONAL
& HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body WavesL^/ v /
ues."Sat. ,8-3P"5:3CJ
on 2nd street :
if/' •
The Professional Differeiiee
’ available from Mo Sptm. at
regular basis for two reasons: one to give the child an institute on Rainbow Road.
. opportunity to free his system of the drug and tvvo, in Proceeds from the tour 
order that progress evaluations can be made. . will benefit the Salt Spring
Dr. .Feinhold of the Montreal Childrens Hospital Nuclear Disarmament 
believes that “diet has a lot to do with the problem in the Committee; this is the final 
first place.’’ Such items as artificial flavourings and event of the group’s current 
colouring may in fact be responsible for much of the 'Tiajor lund-raising cam- , 
j problem. He further contends that “symptoms such as paign.
• inability to concentrate, restlessness and hyperactivity may People must provide their 
i be due to an allergic reaction to junk food and synthetic own transportation. Tickets 
{ additives’’. may be purchased at the
j Whether hyperactivity should be:treated with dief or following Salt Spri^n^^
? drugs is a bone of contention because no one knows for locations: Annie’s) Music
; sure. iBefore I put my children on drugs however, dietary pox and Volume 11 in
! restriction would certainly be my first choice because
\ certainly is the lesser of the two evils. Diet restrictions the Vesuvius Store, and
I would be more of a hassle for the parent but in the long run Pat icrson’s Store in Fulford
I' less harmful to the child. Harbour.
f J ^.^^Nbne of us have the
same taste, lifestyle, physical characteristics or eyewear requirements. Because of 
this, we at Hale & Prescription Optical have access to more designer, standard and 






. Write »U your (ihftque* and make withdrawals without the usual service charge Al| yi,ni 
need is a minimum monthly balance o( $200 or morr, i
Every day your closinB balance is Icn ihan $2,000, you get Oasic Daily Inierest, and if it's 
$2,000 or more, you earn High Duly interest on all your money ;
And With one account working for you, you il no longer have to transfer money twtween 
» ! r accounts to covei a cheque or earn miertsi,
TawSecSrd
,e«y and eliminating the need for cancelled cheques, ' 
111 cfieque* lusl ask at your branch, If ihs withitj iO days ' 
tque up for you - free of charge Perwnaliied ilu(ilii‘aie
iiatemeni, making
you would like any............ ......... ........
ol your aiaiement we ll look cm* che   f r ............ ........... .
custom cheques, wliich provide you with a copy ol each cheque you write, niay be ordered for 
a nominal ehargr Ih check your balance between staff ment fiaie»simply inquire at your branrli
Oonua
yf,!U ' " V''
. Aiidj.,anyone can apply lor ihci(! additional banking acrvices in piie easy step; Si 
, Overdraft Service, imefllrancti Banking and Instant tfllcr, Find out bw a C 
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il' ycni h:tve iiri cyi’ l'(Si' hi.'ihirin,
' Hhiip iiinongsi these clcsignui' :;
; niinieii, We:;ils() sibckMcnnKl, 
I.u.Vdliicii, Meizicr. I':i;isi;i, '
Hill lllas,s, .l\)ixlK% Cliirt.lin, ^ 
'(■iet)ibvy:iUsjntV:(:)l()iJii' / 
/Vimdeilnll, lilix.iheih .'\ulen, 
l,(M oiu^prialGJ'*oihils hel|Tyi:ni ' 




You I',in evyn hiue your piv 
.bciipiipiT leijs ctiM.filh /hiipi’t|.,/; 
Into liny l1gin,iiion \oii vieslic
;,Vour Initiiils. your liivprirt'
■ pi'oviiuty whiiiey/i':
\Ve'l| pilint clecni;i|ions ^;
;intl set the jevyt'hi ; 
iitHl ‘'ge\v.g;i\\'s"..( il/ / 
yoiir (.Jitilee, ;iii)'ihlnjyfy ; Tt 
yon like.Yiurrr.itTs-:: . 
iiieniiiivAry eiv;iii\'r'.v.T
M:. ft.
^Light weight (iptiail plasticJs 
ricrw lire hiyprilL lehs iniiteriiii: 
\yilli glass iTelpsc sccohcl., 
piasticw'Oi'ks wcir when ihc', 
.selcetetl iVanie: is large,.of llic:..
) preseriptit.)n:iieavy. We, ean f iS 
also, fit:you witlv the plipio-,:. y 
eh romatie lenses tliai serve 
V the clual inirpose of regular: f,;; 
eyeglasses, and darken outside.:'
: very, rapitlly (Id beecriue'siiii-/) 
/glasses), VV can hlakc cbnvcn-: 
:; tional pre.senT^nion ground 
.sunglass lenses as.wcl!, VV.:/:/ 
reeonimend that you use the / : 
nduiral:tones like grey; brown ;: 
■or greeii (exeepi iVir skiingTsp; : 
/iis'iii il To clislurli yoiM’nprnial' ;: 
color percepiion,
/':t"".een8es
.Tinted lenses are yery poini- 
:lar, Tinting prpvicies ilgbl- ,: y; 
filtering I Jeiiellis, bul ls itisty /// 
■ p(:)ihilar4H'eai.ise of it s I'bs- /: / 
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/lion Sunglasses, single vision':
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By Helen l anji
Finally we are enjoying a rain heavy enough to keep me 
inside and out of the garden. This comes as a real relief to 
“himself” who had more or less given up hope on such 
things as ironed shirts, folded hankies (all piled neatly in 
his drawer) and breakfast waiting on the table when he 
arose. Dust has collected in drifts under the beds, cobwebs 
festoon the corners, dishes pile up in the sink, and then it 
-rains!';
“Halleluljahl” says my sweetie. To-night the house will 
be clean, some of the ironing done, his dinner well thought 
out and served on time . . . bliss! And all because I don’t 
have to water (takes the better part of two hours a day), 
and it is too wet to spray for bugs or mildew, and although 
it is perfect weather for transplanting, I don’t want to go 
outside and get my newly curled hair wet, and the grass is 
much too wet to be mowed . . .so. . .
Actually it is grand day to plan (as I dust, iron and cook) 
for tomorrow’s outdoor jobs, but even that may have to 
wait while we recover from a long session of gardening.
I knew I was tempting the fates when I mentioned that so 
far there was ho sign of mildrew on our roses. For several 
weeks now 1 have noticed mildew on the leaves of what we 
used to call snowberry bushes . . . those wild shrubs that 
carry their white berries far into winter. And, of course 
mildew is contagious.
Last evening while outside smelling the roses 1 noticed
with resignation a couple of leaves slightly folded inward, 
and there it was. When I really began to look 1 found the 
start of mildew on several rose bushes, and some on the 
“smoke bush” close to the roses.
I wasted no time in getting out the sprayer and mixing up 
a solution of “Gardal” in warm soapy water, and went out 
and got to work, covering the leaves both top and bottom 
until the spray dripped off the tips of the leaves.
After this rain the shrubs will need another spraying 
since I’m reasonably sure most of last night’s efforts will 
have washed off. I mentioned “Gardal” as a control for 
mildew a couple of weeks ago, but unless you have some 
left over from last year I’m afraid you are out of luck since 
it is no longer on the market. I have made enquiries but no- 
one seems to know for sure why it has been withdrawn. If 
you do have to purchase a spray try to get “Fungenex”. It 
does a super job too.
We have a new (to us) apricot tree, planted last fall, and 
we have it in a huge box, three by five feet and three feet 
deep, against the garage wall. It really seems to have made 
up its mind to stay and is growing madly, puting out all 
sort of side branches, and fairly rocketing upward.
1 know that summer pruning retards growth and is 
recommended for things like pear trees that are spreading 
out all over the yard, but although we don’t want this 
apricot tree to push over the garage wall in its haste to grow 
to adulthood, we also don’t want to sacrifice \vood that 
might in a year or so bear fruit.
Think maybe when the rain stops we will do alittle 
careful pruning taking off the top, and thinning out .some 
of the side growth, rather than just cutting it back.
This past week after fertilizing our new raised beds we 
planted Green Arrow peas . . . a whole bed of them. For 
once we will have enough to freeze a few if we can keep 
friends and relations out of the patch! Also put in four 
rows of a short season corn (I know, it is probably too late, 
but maybe it wiir ripen) and several rows of potatoes for 
winter use.
Still had some potatoes from last year in a box in the 
garage, mostly because they were so poor we ended up 
buying decent ones, and eating a lot of rice! No garden 
Centre would have certified seed potatoes this late in the 
season, so in desperation I went out to the garage and had 
a look at those still stored there.
The Pontiacs were as shrivelled as a dried prunes, with 
shoots a foot long, but the Sebagoes, although small, were 
as hard as Stone, with sturdy short new growth.
Guess which ones are now out in the soil? They will not 
be ready to eat until late fall, but this is no problem as the 
early potatoes (Warbas) should: supply us most of the 
^xsurrimer. 7-'
Pulled one hiU several days ago as we had people coming 
for dinner ( and 1 wanted to show off!) They were small? 
but cooked with a sprig of mint were so delicious it was 
■‘F;H.B:” for: my sweetie and me. (Family Hold Back).
Helps
space
The Instruction Materials 
Centre, long a part of 
Mount Newton School and 
the resource source for 
luindreds of item relevant 
to teaching, may be moved.
At Monday night’s 
meeting of Saanich school 
board, trustee Joe Lott 
suggested it be moved to the 
school board office further 
west on Keating Cross 
Road. The move, he said, 
would give much needed 
space for physical 
education programs at the 
school.
Dance, gymnastic, 
wresting and other 
programs, all part of 
Mount Newton school 
curriculum, could be held 
there.
Becau.se parents have for 
months been complaining 
there are too few 
recreational areas in the 
school, trustees looked with 
favour On the suggestion.
"Your full service pet store' 
"Your pets happiness 
is our business”
'birds - aquaiiums 
small animals 
‘ tropical lishl ■ 
pel & horse supplies
Mon. to Thurs & Sat. 
: 9;30 - 5:30 
Friday 9:30 - 6:00
Beacon Plaza 
,2317 Beacon Ave,, 
Sidney . :
British Columbia are concerned about marital ’ 
relationships, death, debts arid impaired driving - 
those topics were most requested during May in a 
free, phone-in legal information service.
The service, call “Dial-a-law” is operated by the 
B;C. Branch of the Canadian Bar Association and 
offers legal information by phone on 75 topics. It is 
free to anyone in B.C, and in Greater Vancouver the 
number is 687-4680; outside the Vancouver toll-free 
are, the number to call is 112-800-972-0956.
When you jDhone, the Dial-a-law 
a pre-recorded tape on the legal topic you request.
during May, : the 10 Tpp?r%uested topics were: 
comnibn-law relatidnshipsy separaitioh aiid 
separation agreerrients, requirements for divorce, 
^making a will; uncqntdsted?divorce^
I dividing family assetsbsueing someone in small claim 
I court, over-extertbed debtor, impaired driving and 
I probating an estate.
I Other ecbnbmicmatters \yere of concern too, such 
I as deceptive trade practices, harassment by debt 
I collectors, wronpial dismi.s.sal from a job and 
I foreclbsures. Family matters such as maintenance 
I orders on separation, enforcement of maintenance 
I orders, and custody and access were also popular 
I legal topics.
Also, tenanLlandlord relatiortships such ' as the 
rights and duries bflehants. arid landlords, raising the 
rent and terminating the tenancy were request often.
^rhc l)ial-a-law service has been in operatiQii,m 
B.C. for five months,
As the economy gathers
more and more people into 
unemployment and welfare 
lines, people begin to need 
more assistance from their 
neighbours, says a 
spokesman for te Society of 
St. Vincent de Paul.
The society asists some 
500 each month with 
groceries for themselves 
arid families. 'There is a 
constant need for donations^ 
of basic food items such as 
bats, rice, canned meat and 
fish, fruit and vegetables.
Please help St Vincent de 
Paul help your neighbor, 
the spbkesrnam?^^^^^^ 
Dbnations can be left at 840 
View !31. or pick-up can be 
arranged by calling the 
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By Marjorie Denroche
Last minute reminder 
that the annual general 
meeting of the Peninsula 
Community Association 
will be held tomorrow 
evening at 7 p.m. in the 
pavillion of the 
Experimental Station, 8801 
East Saanich Road. If you 
haven’t been keeping a 
close watch on the PGA, 
you will find it interesting 
to see how the association
has developed and enlarged 
its programs during the past 
year. There are now seven 
services which are kept very 
busy meeting “people 
needs” on the peninsula.
Good attendance at the 
AGM is one way the 
community can show its 
recognition of their efforts.
There is an interesting 
section of the Peninsula Old 
and New Shop at 978i-2nd 
St which is devoted to new 
handcrafted items made by 
senior citizens a^ well as 
handicapped individuals. A 
blew Horizons grant has 
made this section possible. 
There are attractive tile 
trivets, wooden items;: and 
also beautifully hand: knit 
items for babies and young 
children.
Speaking of babies, if 
y^u love to hold therripthen: 
a neat volunteer op­
portunity is available one 
afternoon a month, when 
young babies need to be 
weighed-in at the baby 
clinic in Sidney. Call 656- 
1188 for an interview time. 
The volunteer being 
replaced was more than 90, 
years old and she only gave 
it up from necessity. She 
loved it — so will you!
If you are in the market 
for a wooden picnic table, 
why not check out the 
excellent ones mad'e , at 
liaiir«\'; Enterprises - aW:56 L. 
Hillside. For more in­
formation about this shop 
run by Capital Mental 
Health call 386-6011.
The Sidney group of the 
Save The Children Fund 
holds regular meetings at 2 
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on 
the second and fourth 
Wednesday in each month. 
New members or visitors 
warmly welcomed.
Discovery Toasimistress 
Club meets the second and 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. 
in Shady Creek United 
Church Hall, 7184 East 
Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know 
anyone? The Silver Threads 
Centre at 10030 Resthaven 
offers classes, activities and 
a warm welcome. Drop in 
or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will 
be meeting the second and 
fourth Wednesday each 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more in­
formation cal 1 co-ordinator 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101.
You can help, the 
Salvation Army needs 
clothing, household ar­
ticles, appliances and 
furniture for its 
rehabilitation program. 
Gall 727-2293 for pickup.
Low range voices wanted 
by Sidney Prospective 
Chapter of Sweet Adelines.
; i f you like barbershop-style 
singing, feel welcome to 
/join: 7 this friendly^; 
most Mondays at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall on Mills Road.; 
For more information call 
656-5301 or 656-7828.
Can we help you? Call 
the Community Coun­
selling Centre, 9813-5th St., 
Sidney, 24-hour answering 
service. Call 656-1247.
Women’s Support 
Group. A discussion group 
for women dealing with 
their current needs. 
Newcomers welcome 
.Thursday^-mornings at ,i0 
a.m. in the Community 
Counselling Centre, 9813- 
5lh Street, Sidney. For
1247.: : /' ,
Grandparents — are your 
grandchildren far away? A 
young mothers non-profit 
support group (Capital 
Families) needs help with 
child care 1 Vi hours each 
week. Call Patti at 656- 
6296.
more information call 656-
Victoria Housing 
Registry, 1923 Fernwood 
Road. Free matching rental 
services. Landlords 381- 
1335, tenants 381-1205, 
Monday to Friday 11 a.m. - 
5 p.m. Help with housing 
problems.
Attention ladies; all voice 
ranges - we want you to sing 
barbershop-style. It’s a fun 
time! Most Monday nights 
7:45 p.m. at the Legion 
Hall, Mills Rd. For more 
information call 652-3030
or656-1906. T
Speak French and want 
to keep conversational 
skills? Toastmasters En 
Francais meets Thursday 
evenings 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group (STAG) located at 
2304 Oakville St., behind 
Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula 
youth aged 13 - 18 years. 
Clubhouse winter hours are 
7 p;m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon­
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
and 7 - 11 p.m. Saturdays;
" Floor hockey at Sidney 
elementary / school gym 
stakes plac^ 7 - 9 p.rri. 
Wednesday;/ Special ac­
tivities and events are 
plahhed on a mdnt hly basi s;
7 All activities afe free and no 
registrat ion is requi red. 
Pafent iand Teen enquiries 
welcome. For more in­
formation/ call /the: /PGA 
office at 656-0134 or drop 
by and pick up a program at, 
9788 - 2nd Street.
All ages welcome to table 
tennis at Brentwood 
elementary , school, 7:30 - 
9:30 p.m. Mondays. More 
information • ^ .652-4580-' or 
652-1531.
The Peninsula Singers 
began their new season Jan. 
11 and new members are
invited to attend. If you like 
to sing, want to learn, and 
have a bass, alto, tenor or 
soprano voice come and 
join the singers at the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall on 
Mills Road at 7:15 Tuesday 
evenings. For more in­
formation call 656-0268.
Is overeating creating 
problems in your life? 
Overeaters Anonymous can 
help. No dues, no weighing. 
Meetings are at 8 p.m., 
Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street, 
Sidney. Call 652-9931.
Pregnant and wondering 
what the future holds for 
you? Sidney Community 
Health Service offices of 
the Capital Regional 
District can help you. Join 
us and other couples in a 
comfortable atmosphere of 
learning through films, 
slides, discussions and 
exercises. Register now. In 
Sidney call 656-1188
Sidney Twirlers and 
Drum Corps take lessons at 
Sidney elementary school 
from 6 p.m. Thursdays. For 
more information call 656- 
6098.
The Peninsula Disar­
mament Group meets 
regularly. To help us, join 
us or just for information 
call 656-4842.
By Wendy Laing
A recreation centre is an all-year facility. Fall brings 
forth the graceful art of skating and exciting hockey games 
entertain during the winter months. This spring introduced 
the exhilarating game of pickle ball. Tennis buffs now 
smashand volley into summertime. ^ ^ ^
Peninsula Recreation offers a mosaic of activities in­
cluding many programs dealing with its refreshing pool. A 
kiddies pool, whirlpool, sauna, slide, diving board, tarzan 
rope and basketball hoop accompnay the main body of 
water. During the following sunny, summer weeks (we all 
hope), the Panorama pool will offer relaxation which is 
hard to resist.
Lifeguards are not only fully qualified, but have pef- 
sonalites to match their skills. Public sessions are 
scheduled most hours, every day of the week, and many 
lessons are available for every age group.
nears
Sidney Activity Centre, 
sponsored by CMHA and 
the community, meets 
Mondays 10 a.m. - i p.m, 
in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hally Handicrafts, games/ 
filmsy recreation, / light 
lunch and an opportunity to 
meet others. For more 
in formation call 652-1483 
after: 6 p.m, dr 658-541^ 
' weekdays.y/v/:
The regular meeting of 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital auxiliary was held . 
at Brentwood United 
Church Hall, June 14, with 
49 in attendance.
The fashion show and 
luncheon held June 11 was 
a tremendous success w'ith 
206 people attending. Doris 
Downard thanked all who 
had made this occasion so 
worthwhile.
The auxilliary / is ap­
proaching its 10th an­
niversary. Bessie Snider 
appealed for any material 
pertaining to the history of 
the auxiliary be forwarded 
to/ her: / no later t han 
October.: We wou 
/ preciate:/hearing from the 
: ;community in this regard.
Material could be for- 
///warded to the Bessie Snider,
(Ladies Auxiliary), c/o 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, Mount Newton 
Cross Roads, Saanichton.
With Panorama’s registration day only three days away, 
now is the time to make plans for summer swimming 
lessons for any family member. An excellent form ot 
exercise, aquatic activities are not only enjoyable, but 
beneficial to health and muscle toning.
Are you a swinger for baseball? If so, the centre has a
special deal for you and your team.
Most people feel rejuvenated after soaking in the pool 
after a hard game. Here is the “catch”: bring your whole 
team (nine maximum) in full uniform and pay only student 
rate.
If the summer heat is exhausting your vitality, let 
Panorama perk you up! Take a dive into a water exercise 
.session Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 1-2 p.m. This 
fitness class is perfect for those who would rather stay cool 
while working out and the water creates a comfortable 
massaging effect.
A final reminder — this Saturday’s registration will 
begin at a new time, 9 a.m. Drop in for a summer schedule 
if you have not receive the booklet by mail.
Soon local elementary schools will be provided with 
summer school flyers for the season’s programs. A 
colouring contest is on the front cover for ages under 
kindergarten to grade six.
Present the coloured pictures on registration day and 
one winner in each age group will be awarded a free mini­
book of pool and/or skating passes.
Five members attended 
the national and provincial 
conference of Hospital 
Auxiliaries in Vancouver 
May 30 - June:2. Reports 
were submitted by Amy 
Anstey and Kay Gardner. 
This Was seen as a wor­
thwhile event.
THE TIR/IE IS NOW!
ITHIS WEEK-SPECIALLY PRICED!
Sylvia Richter donated a 
double bed sized afghan 
and: it / was jJecided we 
should include this in the 
raffle being drawn in 
/December. The auxiliary 
: will not: be meeting during 
the / summer. The next
meeting will
/tember B; New/members 
are always welcomed. / //
14' SfWOKERCRAFT ‘‘Voyager” 
1982 Mercury 25, Manual 
with 90 day warranty 
E.Z. Loader Trailer Galvanized
Ready To Go: Only^SnGOO
MANY SPECIAL’S SPECIAL
AN"/://-///"'
The Saanich Peninsula 
Toastmasters Club nosy 
meets at’7:3P:p/rn.:Tuesday 
:everiihgT at:Central Saanich 
nriunicipal hall//! 903 Mount: 
Newton.
SIDNEY MEAT sMARKET
9786 : 2n(l street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED. GUARANTEED CANADA "A'
Volunteers are needed to 
staff the Tuck Shop at 
' Tillicum Lodge, 4481 !
Interurban. For more ' 
information call Margeaux 
Finlayson at 479-7101, local
TiBONE, NEW YORK 
RIB EYE STEAHS
FRESH FISH




I OPEN DAILY 11 AM tor I
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUl 
812 Vehlier Av®., Brentwood Bay^ 
652-3622,'
OVERLOOKING
BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY / 
/Bfdaklast, Luncli & Oiiiner pally/’ 
Sunday BruhchTli30 and 1:30 
7172 Bronlwbod DUve: 652-24131
CHhlne fnmtfalsK
OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
'WosI Sa.inlch Rtl. by 
Royril Oak Sticippmo Ccntio
Rbserwtiions ' . 479-21 :^/:/1taKE:OUT
iflSHl&lHIPS
GAY & 1.0RNE 
OPEN DAILY
:Tuosdpy7tlirif:Saturday::::/
lle30 a.iiii, K TiBO D.ni 9812 - 5th Si/,
656-6722,
Broniwood Stibpping Coiitro 
Honioslylo Cooklnp Bskmci V '
' - ' ' at OlP.Fashionod btlctis ’
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
7 a.m. to 7 p.in.
^lCENBED/'^::'///://'7/://:/"/656'672?
HFS'rAlJnANT
Ctili'iosd & Oanadlan Food
Vnii:,:; ‘in.iij,..t 
Wl, „ ,, -I ,JU
/ //':/i/ :, ,:/,:■/
2493 Boacon Avo.: ;656-3944
FAMOUS CHARBFIOILED
:::/:/://:'7::STEAKS:://:://""/:"
’//,:I;njoy b(ir,2<ld!ont Salad Bai' if,
, lAKf'UUT ORDERS ’ /
// IN the BEACON plaza MALL




/ OHICKEN/RIS/BUROERS/SOFT ICE CREAM
WEDNESDAY
• 12 pM. Chicken, largo Wedgies/mod. Coleslaw
Reg. $14.00 $12,50
9(l6V4th Slrfiol, Sidney 056.5331




Van Islo Matlna 
2320 Harbour Rrl.
Moti. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pin 
Sinnday 9 am to 4 pm 656-6521
|ie®tauT«nt












When it comes to dihingeut ouf re 
d0/more than ahyone!/ Let: ugheI p: you/:: 
plan an appropriate adverli.sing menu, 
call today for assistance
isaiaiaiiwffai^
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By Glenn Pawluk and 
Charlie Cunningham
On June 14 school board 
trustees, parents, teachers 
and students who have 
contributed to school 
related activites were served 
an enjoyable luncheon 
prepared by the Foods 12 
class. Lunch was salmon, 
roast beef, and a variety of 
salads. An entertaining 
musical presentation was 
provided by Sandra Boyd 
and James Paterson.
On June 16, the school 
held annual scholastic and 
citizenship awards assembly 
with the emphasis on 
citizenship, service and 
scholarship. Citizenship 
plaque winners were Brenda 
Chan, Carolyn Borden,
By Wendy Laing
As you read this, a gym full of nerve-wracked students 
will have recently vacated the area after completing their 
afternoon final exams. ''
Parkland’s bi-annual exam week, dreaded by the school 
populous commenced yesterday.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of last week, were 
organizing days for Parklands sports banquet participants. 
Teachers and students chased around purchasing cards and 
presents for coaches and players for the Thursday night 
event.
Distribution of gifts and reminiscing about the athletic- 
season accompaned the potluck dinner with smiles and 
laughter.
Parkland’s counselling department has been more than 
busy for the last few months. With .scholarships, bursaries;
post-secondary education information and 1983-84 course 
queries, our staff have been operating at an overload stage.
Dogwood awards, to be presented at the graduation 
ceremonies this Sunday, have been written for Panthers 
who have attended our senior secondary for four years.
The family studies class wishes to thank several guest 
speakers who have visited in recent weeks.
Mrs. Adele Hern gave an informative talk on learning 
disabilities and the handicapped child May 26. Crisis Line 
members spoke on the purpose of the telephone line (386- 
6323).
Hospice representative, Mrs. Joe Dickson suggested 
forms of help to terminally ill patients and their families.
Two Cats have been accepted to Langara College on the 
mainland. Yvonne Melville and Carol Hyland applied 
recently and will study graphic art in September.
After an extremely successful trip to France 1982, 
Parkland is hoping to return to Europe again in spring 
1984. The first meeting for another exciting three-week trip 
to France was held June 16.
After an irregularity in the voting proceedure. 
Parkland’s 1983-84 student council elections have been 
postponed until September. Next year’s grad committee, 
though, met June 17.
Best wishes to the grad class of 1983 with their din- 
ncr/dance at the Empress and final ceremonies this Sunday 
afternoon.
A former rescue 
helicopter, last used 
operationally by the Royal 
Canadian Navy at Sidney’s 
Pat Bay (Victoria Inter­
national) airport has been 
donated to B.C.’s largest 
aviation museum.
In 1954 American-built 
Piasecki HU P-3 helicopter 
is a gift to the Canadian 
Museum of Flight from the 
Pa c i f i c Vocational 
Institute.
The helicopter comes to 
the museum after it was 
retired from PVl’s Sea 
Island Campus (Vancouver 
airport) where it was used 
to train apprentice aircraft 
mechanics.
The museum’s helicopter
was flown by VU-33 
Squadron at Pat Bay from 
1958 to 1964, before 
retiring from navy service. 
“During the years that VU- 
33 operated HUP-3s, the 
squadron was responsible 
for search and rescue duties 
throughout most of 
Vancouver Island.” 
continued Zalesky.
“Many injured and .sick 
sailors and civilians owe 
their lives to a rescue by a 
HU P-3 helicopter.’’
The VU-33 was 
established at Pat Bay by 
the navy in November, 
1954, and remained there 
until 1974 when it was 
transfered to CFB Comox.
The helicopter comes to
the museum in excellent 
condition, newly restored 
by PVl students to its 
original Pat Bay colours. 
“The students did a fine job 
restoring the aircraft.” said 
supervising PVI instructor 
Gordon Peters. ‘‘They 
knew it was going to a 
museum and that their 
work had to be historically 
accurate.”
For Vancouver Island 
residents interested in 
learning more of museum 
activites, the Vancouver 
Island Chapter will have a 
display at the Tillicum 
Mall, in Victoria, June 13 
to 18. For more in­
formation, telephone 382- 
6760.
By Ian Carpenter
Stelly’s students are in an insanely ecstatic frame of 
mind going into their last week of school. Insane, because 
of their upcoming exams and ecstatic, because they will no
’sV''"-
Kim Bryant, Donna Lang,
Catriona McHattie, and 
Carolyn Swan.
In addition, service 
shields were given to 
students who had provided 
exceptional service in a 
variety of extra-curricular 
areas. These included Diana 
Barbon, Michelle Buckle,
Karen Cater; Bonnie Chan,
Charlie Cunningham,
Bruce Goddard, Angela 
Issac, Renata Lang,
Heather Moen, Alex 
Patterson, Leanne Pepper,
Linda Rebner, Lydia 
Stewart, Janihe Welch, and 
;■ lan'Woodcocki-'vji-^vv^V;'
Top junior citizen was 
Bonnie Chan and the Les 
Koch Memorial trophy for 
the top gfade 11 citizen Was 
awarded to Kim Bryant. In 
the academic area;; in 
addition to certifiiates 
awarded tb; the top student 
inT each subject^ major 
awards were the R.A. .
Martin Math/Chemistry Sheppard and Pam Fox recently received a $250
scholarship Trom the Saanich : Peninsula chamber .. of
First and foremost, on behalf of the student body, 1 
would like to thank all teachers at Stelly’s who gave their 
time freely to student extra curricular activites throughout 
the year. We at Stelly’s are very fortunate to have a group 
of enthusiastic: teachers who have coached sport teams.
A lotiof the students have recently turned into worms.; 
They have been“burrowing” (Hi Ghris!) their way into 
their books preparing for their upcomihg exams. By late 
next week many students wilhbe surfacing again to see the
deavours until later. Congratulations to Dale and Pam and 
to all those who will later receive a scholarship.
Elections for students who will represent their grades on 
Student Council next year, were held last week. Five 
students from each grade will sit on the 1983/84 Student 
Council. Congratulations, students.
I would like personally to thank Stelly’s patient 
secretarial staff who have typed The Buzz up everyw'eek 
with a smile and without complaint. I would also like to 
thank Mrs. Giles, who has expertly corrected my poor 
spelling and sometimes inadequate grammar (and groaned 
at his puns).
Last Friday was awards day when deserving students 
received awards for various achievements. Obviously it 
would be impossible to mention everyone who received an 
award but I would like to mention a few of the biggies.
The Gordon Taylor award ; for the best student in 
History 12 went to Neil Hitchen; the Senior Girls; 
Aggregate Award was presented to Jane Spencer and the 
boys to Timo Tissari- the Athletic Sportsmanship award 
was given to Rob Filgate, Stefan van der Boom and Kathy 
Dolezal.
• The following students received cheques from Saariich 
Teachers’ Association to use for further education:Cathy 
Brooks (Humanities)/: Timo Tissari and Paul Johnson 
;;(lhdustrial), Sam : de ;Mooy /(Science), Jane fSpencer 
(Community Services), Randi Jonasson (Cooking 
Specialty);
Thought of The Week:
Babysitting
course
This summet the St. John 
Ambulance is again 
providing a babysitter 
training course for boys and 
girls 11-14 years old. The 
babysitters will learn 
lifesaving first aid, home 
safety, fire prevention, 
childcare, child develop­
ment and ; nianagemeht,
; special needs children; 
crafts and games, and ? 
nutritious s n a c k s f 6 r;;
children.
Courses will be/riinning 
weekly from July 4 to Aug 
22, m of h i n g an d a ft er n Ooh/ 
Each course Tf ; 15; hours 
1 o hg;; (t iifee ho u rs a ; d ay, ■ 
Monday to Friday); There; 
is/a; tee'and; registratipn-is;
oh a;; ‘Tirst cbmef^^v^E^
awards fb Tom^^^^ O^^ n i r m ir m s meu rei iis . ei. inuv, . u. i n nt f in vycc : Registration
and Brent Weeks and the commerce for their achievements in ’ousmess education. Next week will be my finale as writer ot The Buzz. I plan available at St John
Humanities Book Prize Many graduating students are also hoping to receive other to write a barrage roasting various staff and students. Be 94j pandora
donated by MP Donald scholarships but will not know the outcome of their en- sure not to miss this thrilling adventure. Victoria BC For
Munro to John McCarter. morc.'information call: 388-
;The first evept of 1983 5505_
/June 16, a graduation
The S.P.C.A. is now responsible for the duties ot. 
Animal Controller and Pound Keeper tor Central ■ 




banquet in the Crystal 
Ballroom of the Empress 
Hotel. A sumptuous buffet 
/dinner of salads; cold meats 
and baron of beef was 
served.
Entertainment was a slide 
presentation of ; bab^ 
pi c t u re s:' o f gr ad u a te s. 
Winner of the vote for best- 
looking baby was Lisa 
bightoh. Door prize 
;winrier, Harry Petrat; wenf / 
; home with a Grad ’83 door! 
Follbwing ; the : en­
tertainment a, ■ dance was 
ehjbyed with music sup­
plied by Mike Gale and 
//Company.;
; On J une 20 future grade 
10,11, and 12 students have 
the task of arena scheduling 
which will be followed by a 
Tough, /frustrating week of 
, exams.,.,'/:.T-r.. ./■.
; Best of luck to /all 
; ; students and; staff, for; a; 
happy, healthy, summer. 
Remember, school; retiirns 
September 6th!
Claremont staff and 
students /would / likc;^;;t 
express / oiir / sincere ttp- ; 
; ‘ /preciatton t b the Review for 
ieiting/ us Jiaye* t 





/ A Sidney manif has been 
; a wa rd ed t li c R o l a n (1 /
/ Miclicner Cons&fvatibn 
Award / by eanadiati; ; 
Wildlife Fcdcratipn.;iJr//^ 
David Munro, 2513 
/\,mliur!il Ave/, received the 
award /at the fcdcratibnls 
annual meeting in 
Char) at tot own in 
' ^ rccc|ni 1 ion' pl’, is/ 3 3 years of /■' 
conservation work,
Mimro worked for the 
ferleraI govern 
years, was director ; of 
Canadian Wildlife Service 
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The Parish Guild of St. Michael’s and All Angels’ Pickle Ball is played at the Panorama Leisure Centre. .
Church is holding its annual Strawberry Dessert Party on Call 656-7271 for Pickle Ball details; don’t laugh till you’ve The Big Eagle War Drum Added features an 
Wednesday, June 22 at 6:30 p.m. in the church hall at 4733 triedit! 1-25 Club pt Brentwood _ is Indian encampment, arts
West Saanich Road. P.S. This is our church’s 100th year! * * * planning its first m- and crafts and concession
V * * There will be a video presentation from the Status of ternational pow-wow m stands, ^Co-ordinator
There will be an Industrial Education and Art Work Women Action Group and a slide show from the Women’s naernory of the late LeOTar Tommy Paul expects the 
display presenting students from Parkland secondary and Sexual Assault Centre on June 28, 7:30 a.m. at James Bay also known as C le event to draw a num er of
North Saanich middle school from June 20 to 25 at Sidney Community Centre, 140 Oswego Street. Refreshments HummmgBird. spectators^and contestants
library. 1-25 served. 1-25 T^ex^^titive event-- and the ^club is hoping to
* # * if * to be held Sept. 16 — 18— pick up financial donations
The Adoptive Parents Association general elections, will Peninsula Players annual general meeting will take place include a variety of to help defray expenses,
be held June 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the lounge at 1627 Fort St. 7:30 p.m. June 21 in Central Saanich Lions Hall, 6994 East inen s tra itiona ,
A family picnic will be an event June 26, from 1 to 4 p.m. Saanich Rd. Election of Officers and reports on the year’s ° ° warriors, women s
Tex Enemark, president of the Mining Association 
of British Columbia, former deputy minister of the 
provincial consumer and corporate affairs ministry, 
was in Victoria recently to address the chamber of 
^/commerce. ,
Two things have always impressed me about Tex: 
his ability to strip complex matters down to their core 
and the outspoken manner in which he goes to battle 
for what he believes in. He didn’t disappoint me this
time either.,
The topic of his address to the chamber was the 
Crow’s Nest Pass Freight Rate and Ottawa’s attempt 
- to bring that ancient piece of legislation to the 20th
;;:"';century.'::v'::'''-'''. ^ ' Pv'Vv
; Before you decide to skip the rest of this column 
J and turn to the sports pages, let me wet your appetite
7,;With/aTew,quoteS;;v" /.''V;''''
“Our Members of Parliament (B'C. M.P;s) are 
not representing us and our interests (British 
Columbia’s) as well as theymight . They are allowing
they seem concerned not at all, either for the national 
interest, the future, the need for jobs now, or even' 
British Columbia’s interest.”
That one shows that Tex doesn’t mince words. The 
next one deal with the importance of finding a new
both the NDP and the Tories in Ottawa; would make 
British Columbia the big winner, says Tex.
“We will be in receipt of more than $5.5 billion 
being spent here and more than 87,000 man years of 
work will'be created in the double-tracking, bridge 
building, port construction and so forth. To give you 
some idea of the magnitude of $5.5 billion, it is 
considerably more than twice the size of the nor­
theast coal mega-project and its related works.”
‘ ■' 'So why -are our'MP’s opposing the new freight ■ | || 
rate? Two reasons: One, its Liberal legislation. Two, f
at Mount Douglas Park. 1-25 activities.
Please note: The Victoria Society of Artists would like to The Backroom Gallery in Victoria is pleased to an- 
advise everyone that the Garth Homer Show scheduled for nounce “Max Maynard’s Victoria” - a decade of painting 
July has been cancelled. All other shows will proceed as and drawing to be on display starting June 19 from 1 until 
scheduled. 1-25 9. Show continues until July 8.
The Peninsula Christian Women^s After Five Club Attention ladies: All voice ranges - we want you to sing 
cordially invites you to a dessert party at the Margaret barbership-style. It’s a fun time! Most Monday nights 7:45 
Vaughan-Birch Hall, 9697-4th St. in Sidney July 4 from 7 p.m. at the Legion Hall, Mills Rd. For mroe information 
to 9 p.m. There will be an admission fee. Special feature is call 652-3030 or 656-1906. . y'r '/2-2S
“Arranging Blossoms of Beauty” by Helen Schuetze of * * *
Classic Flowers. Reservations and cancellations necessary The Boys’ and Girls’ Club is offering summer programs 
by June 29. Phone Pat at 656-1419. 2-26 for children aged six to 17 years in the Victoria and
* * * surrounding areas of Central Saanich and the western
The Victoria Horiticultural Society is holding a summer communities.
show at the First United Church Hall at 932 Balmoral on The programs include activities such as canoeing, ar- 
June 24 from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. and June 25 from 10 a.m. chery, camping, biking and hiking. For more information 
to9 p.m. There will be an admission fee. 1-25 phone 383-1101. 2-26
The Capita! Mental Health Association is holding a Fun The world champion table tennis team from China will 
Day at Stadacona Park, Pandora Ave,, on June 25 from 10 be in Victoria July 2 at McKinnon gymnasium. University 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Proceeds to the Capital Mental Health of Victoria, at 7:30 p.m.
Association, bring the whole family! 1-25 Also Canada’s number one man and woman will be
* * * competing against the Chinese in friendship matches.
traditional, women’s shawl, 
boy’s fancy, girl’s fancy 
and hoop dances.
Any help would be 
appreciated, Paul says. For 
more information call 652- 
3655.
The Saanich Cablevision advertisement in the June 
15th edition read; “FREE Pay TV Programs until July 
I 31st, '83. & Offer expires July 31st, ’83.” This 
should have read: “FREE Pay TV Programs Until July 
1st'83. & Offer expires July 1st, '83."








, The old rate was established in 1897.1 kid you not. 
Under the agreement, British Columbia got a railway 
into the southwestern part of the province in ex­
change for 50,000 acres of coal lands, the so called 
Dominion Coal Block.
But part of the agreement was also that the railway 
carry, in perpetuity, from anywhere in the prairies to 
the Lakehead at a rate of half a cent per mile and to 
carry settlers and farm implements to the prairies at 
The same rate.
It made sense. In 1897, but not now. The rate has 
never changed. In fact, the agreement has been 
several times amended until it included all present 
and future railway routes, all prairies grain shipping 
points and all west coast ports, as well as Churchill, 
Man.
That rate structure, which seemed logical in 1897, 
eaks havoc and disaster 
other than vvheht growing.
::lTTH(;re”:arc;'a''
you wince:
about 18 per pent of 
what it cost's the railway to ship the grain. The cost of 
shipping the gfaiti constitutes about 2.5 per cent of its 
value. The cost of shipping lumber or coal, on the 
other hand, is
It's clear the only ones who benefit from the old 
Crow’s Nest rate are the grain growers. The lasers arc 
Jilhclumbchand farestHndustries, the two i 
B.C. depend.? on for its economic future.
Of ootirsc, the grain growers would be wiped out if 
the new rale reflected the true cost of shipping the 
grain to tide water,
Well, the Liberals may be arrogant, but they aren’t 
dumb. The propo.scd legislation includes payment of 































S# Pink or Plain 355 mL '
; the new rate Structure,
The new rate would generate enormous economic
/!.beiicfits::‘for7',British;^''C5olumbiari':;A^^^^^ 7
before^ the railways would immediate embark on a 
nine-year program of upgrat 
of $5^5 billion lh BiC. nlonc.
" In the long run, it would even help the p^ 
(’armors, It vyould encourage (ilversificatiohT UhdcL 
Ibc exiting rate structure, only fbur'diftcrent grains 
T;qunlifyTorThc7llnlf-bcht-a”mile;'ratCi;:';]rhat’s:always:T; 
discouraged diversification.
Just to :sho\y you how dtie-slded : the: current 
» subsidy is, let ,me tell you that h’s chcaper^ 6() 
T:;pounds",oh''Whetttd'f'om,'Sasl<at(;hewah7tp:vyancouvef7-' 
than it ls“vhail a ntst-clasislettcrit't this country. '
1 du|ri caic If tilt piupUitd kgi.daiioii has been 
drawn itp by Gherigis Khan, it should be passed. If 
ever there was a time to set aside partisan con-
r.ldc nation, t hi sic h,
It’s time to tell our members of Parliament to stop 
obstructing the legislation, And it’s also tiittd 10 lean 
on our provineial government to bee 
vocal in Its support Of the legislation,
LEIWOM JWICE..UUM0S67S.a......................................








, in'i'.'j . 'i'i'. I .''i'T'-'*’ ■ l'.' '' ''''j'V'T ‘•’I'lS'r'nUr Jk.'i /'VCh'''’ I'.V’' '('j /M*'! 'I'l aTi'’''*t.' ''' '1' ■ ■'‘.Vi IT/ii '■ ‘",'1 '7^^: 1 V'''''"iiVi" I T* 1*7' 'n 'i 'J ''i’',!'"J I i'i il'iliiI'I i'liVi'' I Ij /'v'T'i I*''**),
;'280.:mL7
IKRAET MAYONNAISE no»i...................
I LIQUID DETERGENT .or > n 
SESAME WHITE BREADauHD»mRVM..
I iyH ■ I tLnmtiHm 7soi,t
ITOMATO SOUPcoopmnt 





BATHROOM TISSUE ROYAIE I'I.
9.07 kg
I COOP MIID'NIPPV 2Mg
|FRUIT:CpCKTAlL 1«™:,i:.-.::7777:.:.::.-^ ,
MANY OtHER INSTORE SPECIALS
Phoni652USS
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All classified ads must be submit­
ted to our office before sioon on Mm- 
day prior to publication date. We are 
located at 2367 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. Phone 656-1151.
— OFFICE HOURS:
The Review reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page location.
The Review reserves the right to revise, edit, classily or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services and to repay the customer the 
sum paid tor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on “Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ot documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher wilhin 30 days ol the 
first publication.
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability ol The Review in the event 
of an error appearing in the advertisement as published shall be limited lo the amount paid by 
the advertiser lor only one incorrect insertion lor the portion ol the advertising space occtiped 
by the incorrect or omitted item only and that there shall be no liability in any event qieator 
than the amount paid lot such advertising.
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES ...
THE COUNTRY KITCHEN in
Brentwood would like to thank 
those who applied for the 
waitress position; it has now been 
filled. All other applications will 
be kept on file. Iwc25
FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER.
Cedar posts and rails. Select tree 
falling. 656-4213. 4387-tf
EXPERIENCED DISHWASHER
required immediately at Sinitty's, 
Brentwood. Apply in person. Ic25
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays NOTIGES
t-
In Memoriam ,
Cards olThanks ..... 
Notices . , . . ..
Lost ...: . .
Found ;... ■ ,,,,, 
Personals ; , , 
Business Personals ,. 
Business Opportunities 
Help Wanted 
Work Wanted ... .;
Miscellaneous For Sale 
• Garage Sales .. ., .
Wanted To Buy .:
Pets: . ' . :
Livestock. ; . , , .
Farm Produce ..
Gardening . . T..:,: 
Boats & Marine , :,,,. 
Motorcycles '.,., ..,
' Aircraft . :.
Recreation vehicles ,.. 
Snowmobiles ....,... 
■■■■Cars;-:,.
- Trucks . i
Machinery ; .T: ..V 
.' Farnt Machinery .:.,r. 
; .For Rent: T'.: ' .:.T
. Wanted to Rent:: .
;: Real Estate For Sale . 
TMobile Homes . V. 
r::LegalsL:\ /.L:;
LOW RANGE VOICES wanted by 
Sidney Prospective Chapter of 
Sweet Adelines. If you tike bar­
bershop style singing, teel 
welcome to join our friendly group 
most Mondays, 7:45 p.m. at the 





Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
catalogues available. Norburn 
Lighting Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone299-0666. tf
AHOY’S AUTO PARTS 
& AOCESSOR8ES
2412 BEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week to serve you
9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5Mon.
10 WORK
WANTED
CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR 
CITIZENS programmed meetings, 
1st and 3rd Thurs. each month; 
drop-ins every Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.. 
Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Rd:, Saanichton ttn
ONLY IN VICTORIA. YOU SAY?
“the funniest book ever. Written 
about Victoria," the critics say. If 
you haven't read Ed Gould’s 
Book,' do it now! S6.95 at Tan­
ner's, Cornish’s and Acorn Books 
in Royal Oak. 4c25
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after 5 p.m. tf
ORGANIC STRAWBERRIES (no 
harmful sprays). Excellent 
freezing/preserving. (No sugar 
needed.) Free range eggs. 
Rabbits (pets or meat). 
Reasonable: 652-3802. 4c26
LOST JUNE 1. BRENTWOOD 
BAY AREA, 2 year old sable 
brown male Burmese cat. 
Answers to Barnie. $100. reward 





Washers, dryers, ranges, dishwashers, 
microwave radiation tests C,S.A, approv­
ed. All work guaranteed.
Don’t throw away that 
oSdtridge.
Have it repaired!
WILL DO YARD WORK,
reasonable rates, $5.00 per hour. 
Call Steve anytime. 652-0203. No 
Haulaways. 5c25
BOAT WORK, painting, topsides, 
bottoms, varnishing, oiling, 
cleaning after your vacation: 
Phone 656-9462. y :4c25
SANDAK SHOES, ideal for 
camping & boating. Good 
selection of sizes & colors. She 




How selling in Sidney, the new 
“Line-A-Beds" for all makes P/U 
trucks. Guaranteed 1 year.
Also: •Restoration •I.C.B.C. 
Claims ‘Custom Painting 
•Fiberglassing
DO YOU NEED HELP with the 
care of your home? Clean, careful 
handyman will do gardening, 
renovations, and general 
maintenance, only $7 per hour. 
Call Steve at 656-4490 after 5 
p.m. : 4p25
CLARK ENTERPRISES. 97 50 - 
4lh St. Sidney. 12 ft. single pane 
patio doors, $295; 6 ft. thermo­
pane door, $325. 5 mm mirrors 
(factory seconds), $3.50 sq. ft. 
3mm glass, $1.00 per sq. ft. 656- 
6656 . Visa, Master Charge. 23t 
4^ POOL TABLE, including pool
cues, and 2 sets of balls. Seagull 
engine, 2 horsepower, almost 
new. Open to offers. Phone 656- 
6130 atter4 p.m. :2p25
C O WI A C A y T O WI o TIV E






Ironwork desperately needed. 
Qualified welder with forge. For 
custom work. Phone 656-1745.
' 3 n'c2^5'; ■
54" BED and headboard in ex­
cellent condition, 3 yrs. old. $275. 
Phone656-9514, 4p27
1- 24 VOLT 30 amp battery 
cha rge r $ 15 0. Phone 4 7 7 -48 9 2.
/■'tfn ■
FREE ESTIMATES. un'
:' c 0 n d i t i 0 n a 11 y:; g u a r a n t e e d, 
renovations, : repairs^ fences, 
T sidevvaiks: Fully experienced in all; 
aspects: . of cohstructidn.;
STEEL BUILDING for 
warehouses, workshops . garage, 
boat houses etc. $3,00 per sq. ft. 







On the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!





AMWAY PRODUCTS meansFOUND -.Eye^asses in brewny ,^^^ l., l.lt„ol,u.l,u„.
case, found_in Safeway yard o^n p3rt.time :Reasonable :; rates. Phone 656-: y quahty and ^rsonaLservice. Try
Sidney, on^ June^ 3 at approx._4 : business can provide security and 2283 after 3 p.m: : 4p26
P-m-Ph-656-5245. ,:. ___;2nc25;;^ 5p28 y DEPENDABLE V GENTLEMAN
us and see. Oyer 2,300 products 









OWNER-OPERATOR, : :full-tinie, y providing reasdnabiyy priced: ^^— 
part-time. Employ yourself or hire garden & lawn care. 652-0303 . assorted yW Oeefle
y-a manner: You can.earn$80;00Q y :7:p30:yy.yly^^ 




h I I*.,' Off on V/l O'li SO UM' (.!\ 
GAHlhlKj PPIS*-
'viG7, ,,n ; f ‘^(•1,(1 I f vH' "'A'
CLASSIFIED RATES
. .if|t , I’M y I pH ) (' .1 h t F (>^n
..(»H;f’;ii'.*nsM(5iunsy' 
ins 1) f f Ms j)‘ I (.t' I , f : 
r ‘ y.pfti Itnx niimt'-1'- 5 > UO ' 
iSsil’iAi'. :/)}■• pi,ivy r,i;PV,!Hinn; yvnmiS!;.',
o’qf.'Ti.isy.tfiiyijs Vitp UQ ioi'’HO ’ffST; 












WOMEN’S SEXUAL; ASSAULT : ' to y stockyy: Protected territory, seeking employment full :prTparl
CENTRE Crisis Line, 383-3232. $ 18,200;;inyestment.:VyeTinance :tjnie.yWilling:;to work as holiday : SMALL XHEST); DEEP :,IFREKE;
We offer information, supportand yy those^we select. Phone 112-294- relief. Contact Angela 655:3535yy :yTl^P- : Copier^^^
referrals. 24 hours a day, 7 days a 6894 or write to: Bird s Eye Farm 3nc2 6 '
tfn Market Inc., 4547 East Hastings, HT^^WORKERMor^Ousi
■ :Burnaby,B.C. ' ' 3p26 '
^Certified Body Shop eRadiator Repairs 




.,::week;:: y:::-y y::T:.yyy'Y.:r::yYy:yytfny'y:Markerinc;,_^54/<tast.MasMn^y:,;:-;j^^pQ WORK R,,::.;for:::hou e;.s..., „,,VT
COUNSELLING for families and urnaby, . ._____________^P_26 paintjpg and small repairs. ——
individuals of all ages - serving SACRlFICE-Fl^LERy LAKE;y:y33y y Rgasonableo :yyyi;ates;y|y: Free yySA^LLITE SYSTE^ LT^, 51^ 
Peninsula. Community unit motel, Chemainus, Van- estimates. Cali Andie, 652-0536. Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5j 1E6.
CbunsHlihe Service^Yg Island. Cash dov/n 9032 Complete satellite packages fromSt ggsrs 1247. . . H $245,000. -Full price $525,000,. -PO, Finandngay,lable,_no
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS ,
separate groups meet every'week o C VOR IK? T
on the ^anich Penin^la. F^ P^THFTiriANS ’:~Studio for feli" YOUNG MArURe^WOMAN witn convenience. Phone 112-430-
Ifhelp or mfo.:ca!l 383.-0415:;18p40;:;ijESTHE,T|ClANS|^^^M capabilities seeking xfian 23tb
................................T ------- Excellent gross, net and finan- e,„p|oy„,ent, eniovs others, ____














:oir(i(,tii;i'>s..:‘>doui(] no niriiKr Doioio^no
: ■';iK'onii.Misn.iti''in..A!io'WMni;p THfi f.iiiOt?
fj!M' ’ iPllOKfK t, iH’ift'iion , 0M!y. ' Wf^ 
fijGOrvQ.' li'ry lo yUOdri’.;
dPpidpfioio'Ko-^id'nqs..;’;^':::
are now-accepting localT , 
crafts: on-consignmeiit. yy:;:
818 Verdier, Brentwood Bay
Rhone 652^3537
. ^ ^ ^ . g^eas in work P- m
Box 5093. Whitehorse, Y.T. ,. . . Ponsiderinp new work in- UNIQyE.,:Tqny.s,’ 3 W.
Phone668-6496. Ipb25 Wr tP Rny r/n^The 4th, Vancouver, Phone581-6503.
fEXCAVATiW^U^ iohi - SSw,Slo?SSidney
/yconcern. established upper Derno itio^ )ust comp eted. Lofe.:
F'raser Valley for nine years 450- poR“ YOUR"GATOENING’ and 1 nhU'------y y rraser vaney lui Mine ycaia^jvj- ; j YQjjf^ . Qy^pjDENlNGYand
WOOD ; ,:W,iNDOWS, , DOORS,:: C John;Deere ,Track: Loader plus 1 opiRcz-Hninp -needs ohoriG Geoff
SKYLlTES- y Largest-y selection,^; ^ F Financial
Lowest Prices. Walker. Door;, statements available to principals : y 0034 ^ ^ kitchen; ; cupboards from ; $65,
'Vancouver 112-266-1101. North onlvReDlv to Box50861; c/oThe:;' wood wardrobes from $195;;wood
T16b,000Ytrade. Ipb25
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS from $50;
TO'yiar 'S Walls washed 
Gutters cleaned
Window -so, 7Q.
.Cleaning , ,,,»f pJ,' 383-7942 .
Service if'-V
Vanco  , t  
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich-
ly . p y x  i;  0 Tfi  
C h i 11 i w a c k : P r 0 g res s, 4 5 8 6 d
----------- -- wood wardrobes from il95; wood
a c ver - - , icn- illi Y’ro r ,  U ^^'■^'^^ei-s frOT
mond::112-273;6829, Kamloops : :Spadina Avenue, Chilliwack, B.C.
Lillooet TlT2:-2 5 6 y75 0 1 , 
Whitehorsell2-667-7332, na-tfn
HERBAL WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM 100% : satisfaction : 
guaranteed, Distributorship also y
OOC.CORQ, AvLi!aricir\h '
'(.'■-V
baseball camp - 23 rd year 
Five weekly sessions. Age groups 
from 10 : to' 19 Tyears.: Write: 
Okanagan Major League Baseball 






AUCTION, Saturday, June 25 at 
12;30 pirn. Located :at Sunrise ; 
Equipmenf Auction, eleven tTijles 
south of Woodstocki Ontario.y 
Featured will bo approximately 50 ; 
antique: tractori antique .cars, : 
etassic . onrs: and: gas engi nps,; 
Proprietors K.S. Hamulecki and. 
Sons (519 )4 2 4:9 9 9 By Cash day ofL 
-salpy PIpasq note all consignmenis 
niust wj in before Juno 23: T pb25,
; AUCTiM'^IY'; ORDER 
■ Riddoll : receiver : of,: D.C, Farm 
iTiquIpmenI Ltd, On site at 22661 •
' Fraser HiBliway;'Langley,on::25 
;#no,;;,1983::includes all:stock,
: jixturcs, over $200,000 PaU,
: linivorsal spare parts,' * plus 'all 
yTolail: poultry, Hyestock oqujp;_ 
.merit; Consignments accfiptod.
; Call Pacific Coast Auctions;Ltd,,
. Cleatbrook, B,C. 854;1516, 
I.T.pbZ5:
BRAItTIWAitT"jofin andl^enTy 
:(noq, Kerr) are pleased to an­
nounce the birth of their sonPliilip 
John. Juno 7.8Tb. 8 oz iSpecial 
thanks to Dr. Doortfer and
y HAMMOND : — 'Eva /Lillian y 
(H a m in i e): of I S i d n ey, B. C.: 
peacefully at Saanich Peninsula y 
, Hospital, on June:12th, 1983, in 
her 86th year. Predeceased by 
Edward;William in 1960. She;is: 
survived by her son, Edward R. 
(Rod) and wife Anne, Victoria; her
■ daughter Mrs/ Kathleen L.'Currie 
and husband Harvey, Sidney, 
B,C.; seven grandchildren: and 
otoven: groat Igrandchildron, 
T-laminie was a founding member
ol the Nofth Saanich Garden Club 
: and a Tong time: rncmboriol Sty 
- Andrew's ;Anglican: yChurch, 
;::;Funoral, service ^ wasy-hel^ 
Thursday, Jiind::, lOthTTat:y?!.,
; Andrew's Anglican-Church, ,Bev- 
;Dt'Fulleryotficiatjnpiyin liouiof:
: flowers, ddnatiohsitnayybe made;
' td'y t he Canadianyy DiabolIC 
;Assdciaticin:: on- the -Canadian 
Cancer,Society', : l'p26''’
: SENIORS 160 OR MORE]. Now to,
■ ' Sidney? Don't know anyone? 1 he 
: ::Silvor Throads ’ Centro^y
r; classes,; activities 7and :a:,warm :
welcome,- Drop : Ihto 10030 
:y Resthayen orcallusat G56'5537::
available'. 386-6958: ’extension 
297 ,eves, 592-6554,:^ yy -^
RENOVATIONS, ADDITIONS^
new construction, all types of
carpentry. Excellent work at
; reasonable rates,: Rh,, 652 r0774 
after6 p.m. :- 4p26 -
E N E R G ETIC Y 0 U N G MAN
fTRE EXTINGUISHERS. Had
; yours checked lately?? Drop by 
M a r S a 1 5 u p p I y L t d,, : 10114
Mcdonald Park Rd., Sidney or call 
656-9411 for prompt service , :
y4p27.':...,:y ^
' SEE VANCOUVER '
FORDABLE PRICES. Royal 
Towers,Hotel, 633 Royal Avenue
Jo Buy or Sell 
Tcrritciries Available: 
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
uiiuMyx.. ,v, . WALL TENT"OxlIT'w/ftooryand y
/ looking for work ;in ytne :Sid- supports etc: Offers ’ to
Tiey/North Saanich area,/Willing $120, Phone 656-5834. 2p2C
'„ewMn6S„Phone656-0«l. 'wS™dSI,'sS-
:: : cha ir, $ 2 0 i Phone 656 -6038. :- /
ENERGETIC ypungw'ortian willdo 1 r)c25i :
THE COMPLETE 
HOME AND OFFICE 
7 CLEANING SERVICE
wJJWTxSxSA:/ ALSnwiHUOWS
; / iBoniiod — Insurtd ;/ //
i-Ai-SOWIHOOWS ; ,
^i/AND GUVfERS;;;: V:y;




JERRY'S ODD JOBS indoors, 
outdoors, :all around tho house, 
:Call652-0146£ /
EXPERIENCED JANITORIAL
salesperson:: Leave message at
E X P E RIE N C E r3“ ' R E P O R TIR 
: WANTED: for ;; non liern /woekly.
Carpet Clean (Dry) — Victoria 
(Liquid Dr'yj
fREt ESTIMAIES - RONDEII A INSIIIIEn '
656.3730 477-4911
PAT :’N MIKE'S bup to ’; nuts 
garage:, sale, Moved ito /smaller 
T'lOUSOt Sat,’, June 25;;8 ;a,m.:to 3 
p m. only. 10535 McDohfhld Park 
■ Rd;. Sidney,,lc26
Double: rooms unddr $ 50, 
Young524i377;
;DEjS6mNQ,;construct;i;ng
ADULT 3 WHEEL BICYCLE; gcx)dy SUNiJUNEZinrom
',0, ( i^m;/;2307J;-Bradford:y:Sf,;:,:,noar;-:':
. , X Vt A -g111 ' " ''-"'-'"'<5 -’"'n'” ''V,,,.; PhonO’656-; Rerithaven,: - : • lp25 ,; ‘
:: l pb25 ; RRpjW Lots, of: goodies/at 7205,
^^rid resume - to Northern/ Y(4sdnaWf‘ ■
■i New Wostniinstor-(by-Douglas;,,: : T td' -Box ' 2820-
;yCol|o^i):,Sir,gle,rop^^ j^dmg single col  
-.CORNER 0
Cornmic Tllos & Accosaorie^s 
Estimates & Installations 
38 3-38 ti
i ;y,.y£ ,J;v.
i; : Wanted,BJELDERLYCITIZENY ^y5.(,^jj^,- a,^
on^n^nng''Supervision ar^ fulJJconsod dpvqrlorpccasfonal ,^,-.jpeliv(!ryy t lOy:; /
onginooring,. supervision :‘*W^ shopfwg,.medical appoint 1 c2 5
ycoiuultant service of enorgy/
: efficient - earth/sholtorod homesy. etc.
VCnHiAk 1 P. 3600,. lOth /pdrienco, Kodia lO,  •
’ St;; Vernbn, B C; Vl T 659. Pliono 
:'':,54 2-8 U4,
I I'l, :Sidfu)y:,'area,::Toil/Trdo/i lc2 5
Close To /Locfislde : Drive, , 6(3-3.370,} (,,-i,icr62.l, 4p27 :ZT2Z
FIREWOOD lor sale; $3b:''Ycorciib:
:t ,70: for "cord :split„: Phono .Bdb aLy 
TT2:’663-4439:4(tor5 p,i|\y;::4(:28y/
' ONE'-li-DllAVtfer" dTbietvmal J;.
car,
lc25
;,maternity , alaf(:.::at::/Saarfich 
''Peninsula',:lc25
■ ' I ■’ '•:■'" AcstlMiiqc
'/:
" Rl.lilNNfR ...
i,fli,i,:.ii III) / / All il It! /i/'/y/
• WM. 1 nil - f (HI |i II' . :/ : • ■
' ■' ■■■■■ ■ '.."'mfriiMrniinr'""--''-'"'""'
’ niL li:;ill,;‘? M It.tn 
'In S'flfl - J'tin n O //■ :
/. '///(I /.".,/':. /.•:■'" /tliviiNMn/:"/:;//'
/!/: .'.1
MWI 1 IIU ,11 III) M III. ,
Wiiii' i(io:':fl(iOnii!'/;:. /./v
ll)rti*lilil»l t:l*»lf« :
»nif tfluthidi t« dull /'
vmir l»n»l -
■'- -r ■y'i *:;■■■ ■
|?,0flili*|» lR m
. /:/; rflaiilMr.f*#*/'''']:.;,./
■■■.. it ♦■ ■ ♦ -1.
'1 ' '■ ■ ii/'i "'V: ^ . |lf&rit,4pfl0 |;3 ,
y ' 'j'/ir
,y' ■:'/’i':l,.,y,:y (IfdR IR*
/, ■ ■ . r
.;.,,,/ " .'.i . ■■
ASSOCIATION. 9768 2nd St„ Is 
tho information; and Volunteer 
Service tor the peninsula, II you 
need assistance or if you wish to 
volunteer a few hours a week to 
holp/qthers in your community,
, ploaso .call 666-0134 for further 
'/ i'hform'ailorL^"-:-'_;_y^ ' !!
fABLE’TfeNNIS (Ping'l’ons) at 
Brofitwood Elementary Schor.il,/
:: Mondays 7 ;30-9i30 p.m. AJages 
/ welcome; Fur ther Info, 652,-4580: 
"•662-1531.dn
group meets regularly. To join us,, 
help uS, or" just for Inlormatloh,
: call 6664842 alters li rtiL tfn
'''■ 'prObiemL ih'ydUr life’ Ovnreaters
:; Anonyihous caht holpy you,l/ No 
/ dues, no weigh'ins, Meetings are 
Mondays, 8 p rn at 9 7 88 • 2 nd 
'''St/Tlirfnay'656-2331‘ Jfn
ASSAULT Drcip'ih group meets 
. every Wednesday, 7 9 p.m. at 
1045 itnden Ave, 383 -5 54 5, li0-5 
m Monday TP fr iday for more
■■;/"info:’T":-'.::::'/"//:.:' '.L:''.'/tfr'!
WANTED!' - mature okporiohedd
FROsTIPJEDYikiJOTiRl'jOO, ,SlII^^ElodRo^rSab^ -t:higiit'Jtablo,|mfit'chirig^^, ----------------—-------------------- —
HUNT? NoorJ now,,direction?,Send : mirror ftanm, one high chair, now CASH PAID. Military badges •
$3.98 //;,and; p mTornpMntmont lc2.f) condilion Phoiu'6.j2-9'13.), Cj2,- ,riof^iis . uouvoniors, Canadian,
AOfiiilNWRBoIr'Siuiiod iri'Vn ............. J-B Erigiish: German;:Golin McIntosh.-starnpod : envelope : ytd:; /SELF, 
Help, 20,5 WestAViridsor. North
: Vancouver; B.C,V7M 2N2, lpb25‘
Now spo(;i;iTi7inTj"m
BART BUITENDYK
l OiHHirito oiOncy Rumpm; rnnms, Pr<palr'5,
HonoVfilo ft Additions, r,iisiom-nvi;Jo
Call 0564915 \/(/,cqow SiuittofL. ’
^rJaSEMSml
ADMINl^NTnATOR rF»rjLilrGd in 40 : vuiin rvicirub^adi personnol and IntarmodiatQ CRACK 6^ NOON LOQO^ CO>,
J. ^ ... . ' j: . ; lU <111 nr\ rt rii crrii/i nc7 0 0 7 J . ^1 7 iv
COMPU^R RELA1jsnci Word |;)(} oxpefio[‘(c;tic]i /olclneyi Broiitwood iintl WANTED:
nr'nrfV«.rJno r.oijr&flS. Cfl 1 Of Wr to _i i^t. ' .......j ...............
V.W,.,. v,,,.,,.pt)ndnbie, Should pe oxperionceo , icy, wiu ..Oliver cigarette cases r 
yProcossinR coiKSOs, Cal] or wrOo; in fjeid labour relations, peh'': TPb^OrsulaTrorirSaltspnngT&latid yj,nri;-other sterling Ttems, ‘'
__ _ _ 1 __________ * ('till .^nllt cjnd (loliVQrod Hti t'lurui innHiilr*To; Burnaby Careers,U 4'7155 




air-conditioning;:and appliance m b«m
r0palr.T15/hr,,Tntor-provincmlly: : osse}; Successful
„............ old
rmteards, coins, medals;,, and 
pudges: Bought privately ;:ior, 
cash, :■ Michael Rice. 652-9047
':o'vos, •:/::: :/y3p25-
licensfKt y mechariic;y; T();/ yem,
A iliia- iUk(T ’ tfti
IBonnol, management .’ accounting F u L jJ' !|i 
procedures, ; budgets, program Alder.
development:: Sincere, liking and ev^!*‘'*^4ti. t hrjne,38.) J37L,
/'ability':,''T'0"::;commumcato ywith;:,
seniors a musty Nursing ox- ::;GIRl.:ST8 Inch RalolBhcliminator y WANTED: Wine rnaking equip- 
poridnee / in goreatric' care ■an',':':5 spd,bike;'$66,:lir'm,(166:6296.";//mant.OSO,-?162,'//'/:/ /':'3p26:
candiclato/wlll / l |)7fi _ _ , DEALERS WANTED-for-lteel
" ““ ' ........... fO:- ^^4 : pay; T,V,;Decoders/ Buildings, Phone 1 •800-2G8-0802
„ JJii''. dlrociors: Apply in writing, iWith . /Ryiip your own, Instrucions, loll Free between BiOO a.m, and ,
, ■ DOOQi'E MAN, Mobile: .DI»crj,, : ;roferenco. to the CTiairman ol,the ,;, q parisTisL Wntetor i ;oo p m. ipb2fv >
Ewctlent, sound :ond:lietit:ahow/-:-, qpjrd, :Mr; Bruce .Smith/Bov^B.y yj,ifofi„a(iori: .LJ-S:,:,, F|ectrorilcs;:y,;ssH*:r7i;ri;snj'^^ 
dance music lor any occasion, 10 ; Site 4, Boswell, B.(-<. :VQB 1 AO, - yjos Dovercourt Rond, Suite 2, ;/ r«iiwiiable<^^'/M Pagel Ent, 
'* ■ at- Appiiwlions must be received by://TorontoM6;)3E2; ‘ - :! : V^^
(inmmymi»o»:»wiw,»» sllwFiffEli/-' Fully/:dxperl0nr;ed.-: • p.xoelle n1' '.’/-'// I' l O.'G '/: <: :. •'’ /:;"
hrs,, $,|.51J, Phono Efic Sliurwaod,,, vvillrbaridsnws and somo carbide; Boston whaler. Bike, nquariuiii, ;- 
/ ir f fififi.5 797 ■ -/ •■. 4d2b: '-':oypo,,j'o,{,;>fl":py(}feri'tKl. ' Forward : ■ ’'fdereo, beds/T.V;/, antique sowing
/"resume //: -"toV:: :/:"■ Seriei'oted.. ::machii'i4-;Musi:,sell.’.Reasonable;/ '
................................ , /Oodperativosy,Ltd:y.:;.Dox'-T30(),'':/:i:phono656-228'3yyv/.,;y;;/j/;;/Tc2|:'y:„,AW
CallHeatifBr66>)’OOI4’; -. 4i25; ;,T(;evelstoke,B.C,iV0L2b0//. lpb<^6'-- PAODLE'FANS./.the origiriaiTaii.,- ""^.-/^"'•- - • -
eRiic>er(fiAL.f'pMidsi/wpriu>* 
'/.,Rrr.'s tixl . cuc-t iow
FliJt9riiMC,;;:cvuitr'fc.d'rV!V' 
(lAeiAie. ra/K(,ir,q iTuKK
NOnM PRIiaSM i>r.sicNiH/RunDrR SIDNf Y, n.C, 6$« 1701
onporiencei 656-2797 y 
" T- ilo
. /yTS,/.:o*porience/;;as:.,;:D,J.;/ 
Legions, weddings, socials /and 
" military bases/across Canada, .4
;':Phono 65,6^73437. Ip25 6S0-2164
JONES BROS. CONSTRUCTION
• Affardabla Custom Homes 
:::y .'./•Fr«mini{« flitlshln'g,:86ltllllon»:,:4ttfl:::y::y:,,::: 
' FetalNlng’nil. ^
■MNIHMWMMmfM'
" (J )'656''2797,''''■■" / '''4p2B"
':c<yC6DR. ATrE?sTC''rooKrypu7': 
best |(n the colour of your season.
'1.4,:
PADDLE^ FANb /T lie origifiaLtuh':,pfjpp^s 2"weeki old/: Black"A:"'" 
VidfoHiA TjiiLLNES ClNfRE,; : COOKING; FOR resixrnsible sltteiv store, Wholewle and Rew
ProgramsTor relieving long term m’ Saanichton :aroa ,4 nights a / catalogues/ /t^oan-Pne he fan /TanwH nr^»ea, t3aitan^
rnuMular ' paih.y couhsemnE:::weekTrom 6::/ip;30 p rri: Phorf(r::yCnjlery:iiK: 460()J?ns^HristinBS'/412.539.2959,^
■'(i'Tiinars:'Rn KIrkby Ph n"382/' -'between 4''1h ’ ."S'lh tv'm - fi52-"-" Sfrenf ■'Hiimabv: B A"V6C/2K5:-- 
2311/ ': / Ir,?!.) IHicnt-117 2‘ie UI'fT)
":FREEKlftENlS.'2'rtfale,'l:1em8ir
/.phone 655 T904 ,/:/),•':,./'..':"..,:,T.C25:.
6S6-4882
coKstMcrjeiN «*» IfTTs C* UNosapmo
, Lt'hvini. , , ^ y„,(| |m,m}
: nRcnoviiting d,, Free Esilmntes (huinieni’incn
/•Musoniy wE DO IT ALL •( 'iwn •ShtuLvi
GUAHANTf-TD *iUn.K.,,iir,s
AND ArFQRDA8l.i:
"T ■ //''..■nl ''/L'y'/”: I 1 j-j!
■■■IS;
' /’'/V
BSMIIIIIIII ^^ ihSm ''S5T'V'!'h#iMI1'
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PENINSULA DIREaORY
of P80FESSI0HS, GOODS and SERVICES------
Confracfors
HOLLAND LOP RABBITS. People 
oriented pets. $30. Also Cham­
pagnes, excellent meat 
producers, $10 - up. Cedar Hill 
Babbitry. 595-1627. 2c25
22’ KUSTOM KOACH loaded. 
Asking$8,000. Phone656-9534. 
Inc25
EXCELLENT AND SAFE watchdog 
- but very large watchdog free to 
a good home. Neutered male. 
Husky/Shepherd cross. Has had 
shots. 382-1738. Ip25
BEARDED COLLIE PUPPIES.
Medium sized shaggy Scottish 
Sheepdogs. Easy care all weather 
coats. Active, super intelligent, 
fun to train. Pets $250.00 
guaranteed. Inquiries 379-2407 
Falkland. Ipb25
CUTE KITTENS, to give away. 





RUBBER FENCE, treat your 
horse to the best. Easy in­
stallation, low maintenance. 
Phone 652 -9447 for details. 5 c25
PRE-OWNED SPECIALS - 1973 
Toyota Landcruiser 4x4, tested, 
ready to go, $2,995; 1974 Buick 
Regal 4 DR. Completely loaded 
including sunroof, only 63,000 
miles. $1,895; 1971 Madza pick­
up, 4-speed. Rebuilt engine, 
handy to have around, $1,295; 
1974 Mustang II, V6, P.S. Hat­
chback, automatic, tested. Mint 
and only 59,000 miles. $2,595; 
1973 Olds Cutlass 2-DR. Only 
55,000 miles. 1-owner vehicle. 
Tested, $2,995 . See these now at 
Select Auto/ Sid ney Boa tiand 
Ltd., 2360 Beacon Ave., Sidney, 





3 Room groups. Bachelor 





TRADESMAN would Ike to rent 
house with option to buy. 
Preferably in need of repair and 
development. Phone384-4490. 
4c2 5
SIDNEY. New 2 bedroom duplex. 
Fireplace, dining room. No pets, 
references. $550 per month. 656- 
4066or656-4003. 2084-tfn
RETIRED COUPLE- quiet, 
reliable, non-smokers, requires 1- 
2 bdrm. bungalow, cottage, 
unfurnished. Long term 
preferably. Saanich Peninsula. 
Prepared wait for occupancy. 
Excellent references. Phone 385- 
5726. Ip25
NEW 3 BDRM. house in Sidney. 
No appliances, $600 per mo. 656- 
4328 after 5 p.m. 4c25
SIDNEY, near water. Attractive 
English tudor cottage duplex. 3 
bdrms;, fenced yard, huge 
garage-workshop. No steps. $585 
or without garage, $500. Phone 
656-9571. 3c27
GARDEN SPACE for rent 
Sidney area. Phone592-0550. 
Ic25
m
HORSE BOARDING with 
dressage ring and warmup ring. 
Experienced care for your horse. 
$150. Ph. Rand Furley Farms, 
652-0072. 3c26
MACHINERY
DUPLEX 3 bdrm. half bsmt. 
Fenced yard. Melville Drive. 
Available July 30. No pets. Phone 
656-3051. 2c26
THE MOST EFFECTIVE grader on 
themarket today at a discount 
price. 1980 John Deere 77 2A 6 
wheel drive, 150 HP. Complete 
with 14 foot Mould Board 
Scarifier and Northern Package 
3,000 hours. Excellent condition. 
Phone (604)256-4733. Ipb25
4 Bdrms., IVi baths, fireplace,
treed lot, Brentwood Bay. Fur­
niture if desired. $700 per mo. 
Available July 1. Phone 652- 
4181. Ic25
TWO bedroom apartment, 
ground level, with sea view, 









Inimaculale 3 bedroom, 2 bath 
home. Fully fenced rear yard 
with 2 patio areas. Rec-room in 
basement. MLS. $82,000..
JOHN BRUCE 656-6151
A GREAT HOME: 1740 sq. ft. 
on one floor, 3 bedroom, large 
living room, fireplace, large 




FOR RENTSTRAWBERRIES AVAILABLE NOW until about July 20. Pick 
your own 65c per pound- picked
90c per/pound. Freeicontainers luxurious HOUSEBOATS FOR
RENT. May 1 -: Oct; 31. on the 
Stcamous, B.C. Phone836-8543. fabulous Shuswap Lakes,
1 pb25_______________________Sicamous, B.C. v The possible
dream! Reasdriable rates. Phone 
112-836-2202;: Houseboat 
: Holidays Internatidnal:^^^ : 3^
2 BDRM. APT. in Sidney. $225 
per mo. Available July 1. Phone 
656-1138. Y 2wc26
SIDNEY SUPER BUY
Reduced to . $79,900, family 
home in central location, 
owners transferred.. Must be 
sold.
JIM EWAN Res. 656-7319 
Bus. 656-1111
DEEP COVE SEAVIEW, Modern 
3 bedroom. TV2 bath home. 
Beamed ceilings, brick 
lireplace.
Valued $110,000.00 





Thome, 2 bdrms., 2 bathrooms, 4 
appliances, recreation centre 
with pool-656-1039. Ic25
1 BDRM. large bsmt. suite. No 
children or pets. Sea view. Elderly 
ipreferred.:9628 2nd St.; Sidney. 
$300 perrrio. 656-3563. :ip25
NO, 1 BLACK TOP SOIL, $2.25; 
^ bag.-1890 McTavish Road: 2121- 
2 7
MODERN, PRIVATE OFFICES for 
rent in Keating area. $125 per 
office per rnonth. Plenty of room 
for industrial park. Ph. 652-0515 
dr652-9872;: :
STANDS CUSTOM ROTPVATING. 
: Reasonable: rates; ilO %' off for 







?3 bedroom;: 1 Vi baths; fireplace,: 
; stqve;_;fridgei;:suA patio, 'fenced. 
:;yard;Available:July:lY$60():per 
month. References. 656-4891. 
:2p2 5
IN SIDNEY;- a quiet, luxurious, 1 
bdrm. : suite w/ heatilator 
fireplace, dishwasher, stove, 
fridge and V laundry room. 
Available July 1, Mature singles 
or couple preferred. No pets. For 
appointment call 656-9371 or 
- 656-5314/::-:;::;:r'/'Yic25''-'r:::-'-'r,
SPIT LEVEL
Great condition, :nearly new, 
close - to elementary school., 
/Three bedrooms; ensuite. Pric­
ked right at $89,500;
TED PHILLIPS Res. 656-5337
i. ■ 652-5756'or 388-5464, pager 
I. -1,2,3,. ■ ' 4p25 from BeacoaJAy^
LARGE SELECTION OF SHRUBS!
FOR RENTOR LEASE; Only 60 ft 
fro eacon ve., commercia 
/retail Space ;:suitableTpr store/or
5ifr6m;¥$T;d()/fancl;|Up;slHanging o«ice on ground floor. 1,500 sq.
........ ;-;.-..'-/:Ai-.v>rv,Y.;££^:-;L:/^-,..::»S'4f:/j;r;o;-'<;nn/crri:rf::/Lbcated;9783Ybaskets$,4 and $5; Patib-tubs$5. ft. or 2,500 sq. ft 
$6 and $8. Flower arrangements 3rd St. in Sidney. Ph. Martin Etiic, 
from‘$5andup Flowers for all 595-325’!. 4p28:
occasions. Ph. 652-9602. 4p26i;:SIDNEY
/WORKING GIRL requires light 
housekeeping room in Brentwebd;
: VO'-. o-.;,;;-.'w,’-.:/2C46't"
MARYLAND AREA Y
Great family hcme on corner,lot 
with , great sea views, 'open 
idesign/YparkYat/'rear.:,: List 
$110,000. Olfers considered. 
BILL MOSHER Res: 656-7117 
'::/:/: :/://':'!Bus; 656-i'lll.
TOWNHOUSE. Nice. Neat and 
clean, 2 bedroom t'/z bath 
townhouse in Brentwood,
Value $78,500 : 
Owner needs 2-3 bedroom 






::Situated oil:west slope of. West 
s Saanich Rd, Well: ill; $90,000;:
BOB FREW Bus. 6523^3643
FOR RENT;/ One bedroom 
su IteV 0n / ;Th i rd /Street i n' 
Sidney. Rent includes/ heat, 
water, fridge and stove: Open 
tor ,rent : July 1, 1983, ,'Tor 
$350.00 per month. /,/;
NANCY LAV 10 LETTE 
656-0131^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 656-3676
TOR: RENT:/Available July TV 
:i983/ 3 bedroom/; ty? baths.; 
Yr duplex ;Oir; McDonald; Park 
Rbad.://Duplex:;haS I: basement 





CLEARANCE. METAL HALIDE 
LIGHTS. 1000 Watts Super - 
; $200; 400 Watt-$199; 300 Watt
i WONDERLIGHTS/-;:$ 7 9 ./Western/
' Water Farms 682-6636//;t234/ 




commodation; Near beach, suit 
employed, single.; Most utilities 
included. $250 per month. 
AvaiLsble July l./Ph: 656-4337 
2c'2 5
/:APPROX;/T,000/sq. Jt.: starage/;/
-workshop area. Phone (evenings)/ 
656-3110. Ip25
/RCMP-OFFICER with 3 children, 
no pets requires 3 bdrm, 
basement homeby July 15 to rent 
/for one year. Phone 656-1 i9l ask: 
/tor Ed:or leave message. ::,//2p26 ;
iSIDiNEY DUPLEX; immaculate, 3
/bdrm.;/ ; fireplace;/ /IV2 J baths/: 
dining:room, bsmt/;/fenced yard/; 
Close tb schools. $650 per mo. No 
petS: References. 656-4066, 656- / 
;A003,,-/:/r'';£:/;'/',''////:'^'//::-/::23t::
:12'/FIBERGLASS BOAT, motor 
and trailer//3" pump and hose. 
3,0100 lb. Cornelias compressor. 2,: 
hydraulic/pumps, 2/ gear/water; 
: pumps; Phone 652-0740 3p25
SIDNEY CONDO,/new 1 bdrm/ 
suite, fridge, stove/dishvvasher, 
drapes.//No/;pets. References; 
$450 per mo. Ph. 656-4066, 656- 
4003 23t
/RESPONSIBLE GRADUATE 
STUDENT requires self- 
contained/: unfurnished ;,one 
bedroom apartment or basement 
suite; near; Cordova Bay area/ 
Can afford up to $275 per month. 
Phone 477-6109 / :: 2c25
,F0R/RENT; Available 
1. 1983, '/? duplex, McDonald 
ParkvRoad 3 bedrooms, 1’/^' 
baths, basmenl,' fenced back, 
$550.00 per month. 
NANCY LAVOILETTE 
656-0131 656-3676
WANTED: l or 2 bdrm. suite. 
Prefer unfurnished..Vicinity N.E, 




1481 Beacon Ave/ 
Sidney, B.C; 
656-3951 ■
TEAL:ESTATE SALES:;Can ypLi 
help'us? Oui/walk’in busmess 
sis building in our Sidney Oflico, 
' and we need a ,reliable, cornpe/ 
■/ten t sal es per son: /to:/ help / u s: 




/CLASSIC 1955 22 FT. Shepherd
/runabout, / Honduras / mahogany 
hull, restored to origlal beautiful/ 
condition, with Eze-load tandem 
trailer. Ph. 656-5489; /^ 2p25
/VOLVO 200 LEG 1.61-1 ratio up
to:200 h.p, c/w mounting collar,
/ excellent cbnd; $800: Toll free 
112-800-663-3708 pager621. /- 
4p27
UNDING CRAFT for hire, 31' 
aluminum twin engine, 4000 lb, 
load, based/in Sidney,:will haul/ 
bldg; ' materials, ' ’ supplies/ 
equipment, scuba divers, towing,: 




SPORT FISHING /GEAiR r 
//jdbwhriggers, fubl etc. Also 
/ Intollivslon/'arid /IO: cartrid^s. 
/ Phone658-1102;
11/ OELOUAY/DORY, Slearing
and / controle, ■; 1980 *24 / HP; 
Johnson,' ca nvns cove r, $3,500.: 
iPHotW 656rSyM/'' ^25/
20 HpOrVfplNTA outboarar 
Eloctrlci start, Tong shaft/ Good: 
shape. Ptiono656-2146. Ip25
||[“"FR/15AYemJIS£R.'''rGToh’l.'/':
dPsIgn/ Complotro; With double 
birth. Tee box; head, and 75 HP; • 
Johnson O.B, 5/HP Auxiliary O.B. 
■656-2283.,',//:///'/',"-:./:;/„./.'/:'lc25:/
Y'--',/ ///riArtrUsinq
. . . . .
■sfa
ufSitr#.—
Fill out and sent! with paymont t^: 
/ ................................
2367 Beacon Avo., Sidney, B.C. , \/8L1W9
niMn'uH anTimiM IM lau mim iiiHniiiiwi:i;
DEADONE: NOON NIONDAY







: Prupald lliti rnlq/l S/OO.IorTif^instirtion; |l;UO.Ipi/const;cuiiv/;’J 
;/rppMi:-li:isbnj6n|/2();Word5/br!ca’/Oycr/2()/wor^^ 
woid pi-'r wciik uxlm lor thu lust wool 10 conis pm woui pot 
week oxua lor tcpcat inceitionc.
-/ Write,ono'weird iit/eacli/qumd; Pox nuritiiors codiil/s/rio'w 
:/:Thii/(irsl:pitono'nuhit,)at::is irett; bitlcbriseailive/plioiioouhtborA'
“Count ns qiift word, Civii'oo appo.ur. to the riflhl. ; ■ ■
1978 YAMAHA SPECIAL/ Olfers 
on $1600. Phone656-0503/ 2C25
WillFSBYtlTflTiXOPlb. IlKe
new with helmet, $650, OBO, Ph. 
652-5668. 2g«
Y vm
weekly,',',/ faics'.:'''' 4 7I,''3944 ,/'''592'"':;
0546'evonings/':,-;: 9p2&:
, ■/
CAMPER, : Fully .equipped, fur­
nace, lluuh toilet, ovon A Irldge, 
$4300 OBO - F'h, 656-4660. 2c2&
w;;v,.,T69,;:ECONOMNg,^“CAMPLM,. 0/., 








a/:/"/';;' ':/'//'/;/ ■■ / '■ ./J ,/;"'//
^:'''/:$2.oo.'/;^'":;' /■■-$1.00’,/''/'^
.14 ^ .14 M :/$2.70;:;'/: ;;;//$l'.50://:;/
.14 .14 •14 $3.40'/'I;'''/' ::;;,;/$2.oc»:;/:;
,/NAWl!//:;,/
ADDRESS:











Perlecl family home. 3 
bedrooms up and down. 2 
baths. 2 fireplaces. New oak 
kitchen. Family room. Fenced 
yard etc. etc. $87,500.
JOHN BRUCE 656-6151
WEILER AVE. LOT
Superior panhandle lot on 
Weiler. Very nicely treed. 
9000 sq. ft. building area. Ful­
ly serviced, MLS. $42,500.
JOHN BRUCE 656-6151
OPEN HOUSE SAT. 1-4 
AND SUNDAY 2-5
Come out to 11485 Hawlhorne 
PI. (oilOcean Spray - olf Land- 
send) to see this delightiul 4 
Bdrm and Den tamily home. On 
easy-care 1 acre lot witti tish 
pond, greenhouse, garden sh­
ed & much more. Price reduc­
ed to $129,000 for this 
weekend only! Come early or 
phone nov;/ for a private view-, 
ing. ML 70642. :
LOYD BURDON 656-7027
HORSE COUNTRY
Almost 5'/? acres of prime 
North Saanich agricultural land 
ideally suited for horses. Close 
to Sandown. Cleared and level 
--/ready to build. Perc test 
done and well already drilled to 




West Coast /' Contemporary 
home with panoramic views of 
the straits '& .Mt: Baker./.Four 
bdrms.; rec. room/ sunken 
faniily rooni vAth woddburning 
stove, : It uge' kitchen, / f0rniaI, 
; living; room and dining room. 
Call, |■|ow/ for , private appoint- 
: merit:; to View .one' of .the most 










(off Canora Rd: Industrial side 
of Airport)
EXCEPTIONALLY WELL BUILT 





cabinets/'/ih '/kitchen/ ‘/Very 
“ p I ea s i n g; I ay ou t a i 1 d: t Ido r p Ian; 
Basenierrt / almost/':fully, 
deviebped - another/bedroom 
Tind bathrooii/dbwii/ - ///::;’ 
WELL PRICED/AT;$95,500/ /■/ 
P;S, / Ask ine about; till?,;giew; 
marl into Sniiicy. 
jolin Tate/ 656-6466^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
:$UNDAY-JUNE 26U),
2255 FROST AVENUE / / 
SIDNEY
REDUCED $5,000.
SPAGIOUS : TllDOR STYLE 
HOME 'L -, /4/: bod/ooiiis;/ 2/'? 
baflrs, MarOer’ has en-s.riite. 
Large/ Rub / /rnonr;:: with; 
TirDplace,: piiv/itb yard -backs 
/onto small park for seciusion. 
Mnliiie gardoit wilh rosns-and 
npplo tfoos-,; Desirable area of 
Sidi:iey /:/only/one/-/block ;:to 
boach,:;:C(oso lo/;scliools/aittl 
Rec, ceiilio, PHICtO,TO SFl.l,. 
Af $1 Oh,000, , ,
Jolih fate 6566466 Y
MORE THAN $3,000’s 
WORTH OF EXTRAS!
/T Ills alli'actiYi) iio-5lQp:;ranclier, 
T?n laiinbii ,VVay includes/over 
: $3,000//bf./Tioarly-"iiow/:ap- 
:T)liaiices;ahd cuslpm/drapes,, 3 
':lied(bpins/“ 3/'pt),: ort-suite / ip 
/1 lie;T’i t a si 0 r lied r oopt /' s paci o ti s 
/'erilibo/atba/tn/lhe/kilcheii/'and 
;; i1, ,SUpei P:: WOIHi*lHIIJIII!tl:::feUiye 
, in/H»o;;cosy living/loom/' For 
/ilouiigii'ig/thoio's a large/Tb-IO' 
' x/;9,;;Tt;/.cbvbi ed :Lpa|iQ';/ai:"The 
‘ leai/Tliis/ls i();tlly;WoiTli 'pTii- 
tinq on your llst at $95,000:; - 
Peter Smith 6564788
ELWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR LTD.
: : Concrete Waterprooliluj
Concrete Driveways ' Quarry.Tiles ;Sidewalks
Fish Ponds Home Renovations
Phone 656-3881 for Free Estimate
VIEWS WORTH VIEWING
II you ; arb: Took ing ; lor , a 
rfi.i5otwl)ly, priced waiec/vlew: 
'tiDme/llioh trtis neat houtio bil 
lochsidb/OiTvo,/'Sidney/ could 
be-(or::-you, i. Beautiful--views; 
Itoni kitchen, clining’area:&liY',: 
iny room, 2 bedrooms,on/majn' 
,floor, basontont / toady /'tor 
-panbtling hodrooms and 
famify/rbohi,.: All appliances in; 
eluded.:’Doufile car garaqo & 
parking lor RV, Atiraclive 0,66 
acioTot- Son if and you'll love 
io Cnii' me To view' this 
$11/’.(too bargain,.: ,■ '
Peter Smith 656-4788
Peter Smith - 656-4788 
Jehn Tate - 656-6466 




















‘No Job Too Small” 656-5604
Thorne Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST., SIDNEY, B.C/ V8L 3A6




Rolotiliing, plowing, post hole digging, mowing, yard clean up 









Trucking, Excavating and Backhoe Work-._ .




Case 450 Crawler, loader, 4 in 1 backhoe
Escavatiny and backfill 
®Lot and subdivision servicing 






& Tractor •blade/wbrk'//: '";/: ,//''/:;::'Y,/A::,'/;'"';^,*POSth0lC5'.: ■::/:/,'
















Blue Star Sheet Metal




Kt'pbirs tp ImvviTnunvm,: :
Ch4lris.'rws,'N1olhrev(:k>rt/etc,. -
:-'-l'lus'qvarr14^''^-'':''/,•PimTecr'':,/'//'656«7:7J'4 -ril'I .N ,NU,i,\ 111 'iAi
■ 1!';
Sidney GLASS
/:;M8flfie;.Aulo/&,Snffily, Glass:/Tn5uri)uc(;i Clbiiits Piotup^ Hb'ndloci
;, .Wlndnuj ».,';Miri’nrk,';; a;,/: /
Windshields Inslalled/
10114 McDonald Park Rd.
Dutch La/ndscaping 82
-• led todders -
,11 /yearfl in SIrinoy «/A-i RocomirifiittlalloriN^ 
''All, f'lia»es/;ol,Gardeiiifig —;/|toaiio(iahio
Fr^EEBTIMATES/ 6509301






of PROFESSBONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
^3“ real estate
FOR SALE











Member - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
WHERE STREETS WIND 
AND NERVES UNWIND!
At the end ol a busy day you 
can turn oti the beaten path 
onto Sandover Cresc., in 
beautiful Dean Park. Three 
modern new homes oT the 
iinest consturction on huge 
1/3 acre lots. Priced in low 
130's.
ARDMORE
Just listed! Rustic on the out­
side and modern on the inside. 
Secluded behind a trellis of 
roses this bungalow, features a 
panelled living room with fir- 
place. separate dining room, a 
bright kitchen with four ap­
pliances included. Adjoining 
uitility room complete with 
washer and dryer. Two 
bedrooms on the mam level 
and one room 14x21 upstairs. 
Situated on almost one acre of 
property with over 300 ft, of 
roa d f ron ta g e.: Exce 11 e n t I oca - 
tion near Cole Bay and the Ard­
more Golf Course.
.IV ; :': '$T39:ooo:^T'"
ERIC GRAHAM 656-4489
TREES FOR,NEIGHBORS?
II you're looking lor a bit of 
seclusion within minutes of all 
amenities, this home is lor 
you. 980. sq. ft. 2 bdrm. ran­




Comfortable one bedroom con­
do in adult oriented complex 
next to the water on White 
Birch Road, - Wall-to-wall 
carpets and glassed-in patio. 
Only $18,000 down with in­
terest free payments of S500 
per month or try your cash ot- 
lerV '
John Tate 656-6466 
REALTY WORLD Sidney 
656-3928
OUTBOARD & MARil\IE REPAIRS
2212 HARBOUR RD. 656-0636
GUARANTEED WORKMANSHIP EVINRUDE HONDA
REASONABLE RATES; ; JOHNSON SEAGULL
\ Painting A Decorofing ,
REYNOLD’S PAINTING & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured * Residential/Commercial 
★ Quality Workmanship ★ Free Estimates 
★ Interior/Exterior 
PHONE 656-3894
SADLER’S Interior — Exterior
Paifsting J Paper Hanging
:/ Decorating Ltd. '
656-4487 65S-5646
WOODED SETTING
A most attractive, home vvith a 
Tustic charm of■ its, own 
.situated on. nearly three 
quarters of an acre.of. property 
m the Ardmore area. Large liv- 
ing .rooni/vyith , rock,;fireplace 
■and:hardwood floors..Aidjoiin-;
■ ihg dining roohi, ;kitchen;/twp 




setting in a semi-wooded pro- 
peity ol evergreen and 
dogwood. Trees complete this 
charming'^ ptopert/?^' Located 
near two golf courses 
NOW LISTED Al $112,000 
ERIC GRAHAM 656-4489
LOVE A LARGE 
KITCHEN?
Builders own 2 level, 5 bdrm. 
home on Turgodse Point. Over 
1400 SQ; It. on main floor 
features huge modern kitchen, 
sun deck, fireplaces. Vz" 
thermpane windows and full 
ensuite i bathroom. , Asking 
$127:000. :
DRIVE BY y
2069 Northbrook in Sidney. 4 
yr.’old family home wiaits for a 
lucky;new owner!' It can be 
yours;, Priced to sell: in niid
CLOSE TO REC CENTRE 
New ML 72864
Comfortable 4 bedroom family 
home in Dean Park area of 
Sidney, cisoe , to elementary 
school and rec centre. Base­
ment fully developed — over 
'/;■ acre, lot with mature 
garden, many Iruit trees. Good 
value at $118,500.
John Tate 656-6466 




n'haif and float at Verdier Ave. in Brentwood Bay are still in position, 








DON’T SPEND YOUR 
WEEKENDS CUTTING LAWNS
.townhouse;: Iivingt, wiih; 
elegance is. yours; in this:: 3 
bedrm.i .hom.e. Fireplace.,-dqu-^ 
ble garage with openers, patiO; 
'and; balconies aretbuL a,;levy: 
fjeatures': at #14-2020; VVhite: 
Bitch in::SidneyyOpen ,to:your: 
offers. .
FUNTASTIC FISHING RETREAT 
on 10.5 acres of commercialTease 
at the S.W. outlet of Charlotte 
Lake, Ghilcotin Country. Includes 
two log. cabins with kerosene 
fridge and wood stoves, 
everything included: Twin engine 
Piper Aztec-A 1961 - 30 hours 
major overhaul on : both
C entral Saanich 
residents will have a chance 
to give advice and have 
their say, al a meeting set 
for Thursday night at 
Stelly’s .school, to discuss 
the new Gapitai Region 
Plan. The plan will have a 
strong influence on the 
future developement of 
Central Saanich and all 
interested residents are 
urged to attend. ^
At ; Gentral; Saanich;
defeated, council members 
supported a motion by Aid. 
George McFarlane to have 
an expert look at the tree 
and that some method be 
found to save it.
•Gordon Ewan addressed 
council again on the 
“ i n e q u i t i e s b e t w e e n
waterfront property taxes 
and agricultural property 
'■■'taxes’’.'
He went
highway route planning in 
1969, as k in g“ W hat i#
®A letter from Butchart 
Gardens requesting per­
mission to test prior to its 
fireworks display was 
granted. The testing will be 
taking place from 3 p.m. to 
11 p.m. on June 24. y
A 1 e 11 e r f r o m t he 
waterworks superintendent 
the Capital Regionalof
District stated that two 
water licences vvere being, 
returned to Central 
Saanich. Aid Earle Tabor 
moved that the necessary
HEATOG (1981) LTD.
: “Big or Small ; 
We Do Them All”
Service Residentist 
.CotHBiercial?





Have -purchaser for: 50To TOO; 
unit trailer, paik on Van, 
Island Will buy' or trade foi 
farm m Medicine Hat. Alberta 
Call'Ken Mowers for details.
since j r r l ------ /vi \^ iu i o i u -----------------
council Monday night. Aid .: council-s; knowledge of the
s^ed boat. Price 580,000, Call ; Dick Sharpe lost the battle last ;side seryice road af- vyy icmiss if we allo^C|;
Funtastic Ent. Ltd. 536-1339 over-remova of the large fair.” Ewan read from an thpe licences-to lapse he
Roger, 732-3584 nfMarrhnnt article printed in 1969 said.
579.900|!T.400 sq. ft a Rd. Sharpe said the fir was which he said” gives the lie letter will be sent to
Saebzzi; s^^^ size on the edge of the bank and to the allegation that I am Saanich school board
workshop garage. Quiet street, leaning toward the boat the author of my own informing trustees that the
2273 Bradford off Resthaven jiouse and the municipality misfortune.” population figures as set
iHff. would be liable for anv Acting-mayor Ron out in the official com-
Bert IVlorrey Plumbing & ^eatlng^
* Now Construction and Repairs




iBeautifully mainiained:: 3 BR, 
;home withiiT walking distance; 
bfdpv/ntownTidney.-Features, 
dexiuedarkrodnr ill-basement;:: 
fireplace in Tiving: roon;i and 
den, and lenced yard 





1 have buyers tor 3' bdrm ; 
homes : and: .apartments,,, 




: j:H . Whittome & Co. Ltd. : :
IMMACULATE 4 year old, 3 bdrm. 
1 Vi baths, 2 fireplaces, double 
driveway, workshop, deck, 
finished basement, igarden and 
fruit trees. Drastically;reduced to 
$79,900, 656-4555 or656-2395. 
5p26
P.C.VV.V .... . ■ ■ ' ■ " Keating Cross Rd. -------------
a small decorative tree - the highway is there. If any economically feasible, 
something more ap- statement has been made ,
p,opriaie ibat you have been of- •Council approved a
Aid. Eric Lewis said he fended by, thats un- developmenl penmt for
spoken lo ihosc who fortunate,” Cullis said. V” A r7q Ainrknandle hveiu the vicinity aud they “1 don’t think whatever Hcimersen. ol 879 Clark
did not want the tree cut happened in 1969 has any Rd. The permit reduced the
down. He suggested calling relevance. You are aware ol rear yai c earance ,woriaoaa ; I,,: me eoromunUy plan and r^u.rements and changed
< ! - what steps you would have the west side yard clearance
to lake to have the coni- to allow for subdivision of
munity plan amended.” the property.






REAL ES WE 
& INSURANCE 
autoplan
2489 Beacon Ave, 
v Sidney, B.C,
656-5511
; RETIREMENT HOME, Courtenay 
: arbajTy years old, VL acre land-, 
I;scaped ■ lot. Soparate ; 16x24 
i ' narag sale,
♦ $66.000. Phonp656’0265- lnc25-
■ - N E ED ■ A "new’HOME? W o hiivi
I: ::; homes from 900 ;sc;, It, and up, 
^ ;Do-lLyoursol| :"quality /built 
. anywhere in 3,0, Complete home 
'. pnekagos; starting at; $18.60 ;sq, 
; ; L today; Chimo Homes792
■ a trib2!
AFFORDABLE OKANAGAN lots
overlooking Mabel lake. Large, 
treed, ; view. Recreational 
retirement, Water; system. 
Substantial reductions, 10% 
financing, Enderby Lands- Ltd., 
Box 437, Enderby, B.C. VOE IVO, 
Phone, ,112-838-6428; Free 
catalogue, ^ 1 2p25
OKANAGAN SIMILKAMEEN nice 
farm, Many fruit trees, livestock, 
chicken, garden area. Large good 
home. All for $94,500, For goo:d: 
buys in all kinds of: real estate, 
contact’ Sandy Swann, Conluiy 
21, Reeve Realty, Cawston, B.C. 
;499'2470. lPb25
three?B:c" “ ranches FOR V
SALE, Ready tor cows, Purchase 
av workingTihits or 17,4 sectiohsv; 
prices for quick sale, 640;acres: 
with fiOO: acres hay, 140 :aci's; 
rough pasture. Old 480 farm with 
barn, modorn three bedrom 
home. Throe miles from Fort St.; 
James, 64 acres with small house. 
Hobby; farm prospeef. (604)996 •; 
8992. IPhZS
Municipal mec ha n ic 
Norman King, who 
commenced work for 
Central Saanich
municipality in ApiU, told 
council that he is able to 
handle the work load and 
public works wOiild ; not 
have to plan to hire a 
mechanic’s assistant at the 
pfesehl timcL:He js haying 
all needed parts delivered 
and this saves him a lot of - 
time. The possible position 
of an assistant Nvill - be 
; reviewed in six months 
"'time,';' i";
;: During; King’s rcport jio ;: 
council it was arranged that 
he would also service the
jour Geiitral Saaiiich policeiv ;
vehiclesj/whichhavcbccn;: 
sent out up until now. King V 
recohimcntlcd piirchasc of a : 
it earn cI cti n cr t I’o r t he:
L nuinicipality, and,;otic vvilf^^^^;: 
be purehased if ihe publie 






s\\\ I//y Graham’s Roofing
650-OS2O Resitingling
Repairs to Vents, 
Eaves & Chimney
blSCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS Flashing




652-3089 Jhrouub PlnnUtm” COMPLETE SERVICE
: :»|iiif.!i jocking Slaaos fof •l.nv^n & Giifdoii ^
';:;'7;Pflfiqs;''Walks,:,;:;; "7: -,'^'''‘W8inl(iiiaric(L:';::;'L:,
, Driveways ' *Pi'unia!;l & oprciying -,
';': :.L.l,!iwns ISofid:bf Sodl 'r:';*r6nfiinp, -Cemoi^
Beautiful all-occasion 
greeting cards, personal* 
ized statiopery and unique 
gift ideas, .all of these 
awaitYouinpurfreecol: 
bur brocliufe featuring 
the new UNICEF collec* 
tibn. Just call the toll free 
curnber,
■ Send a UNICEF card or gift 





For al! your Roofing Needs, 
Shakes, Shingles. Tar 
& Gravel & Repairs
658-8130
'/■-."■■Tractor»;;0iiel 
16 lip to 33 hp 2 ;
Implements
intl 4 Wheel drive ■ ^
OR SALES LTD.
'""Victoria"'"''':'" Parksville





urn) Ihllifiq llm'Dii'ouJ Titui;
■‘k; A.iL.L/i'Siiihciivti'uLciesiinj);;;,
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iCERTiFIED SFDAYEWS •BOOR NOVV FpR^
FULLY INSURED, REASONABLE RATES 056-0570
•Cars & Trucks 
•Rocroatlonaf Vohiclos 
•Trado or Swap
•Boats & Marino 
•Motorcycles 
•Mlscollanootis Waiilod
: / ,W0 Will supply TOHSOIL,^Sj1HUBtjbHY:i:: ;:,, , .Qrih::'-
by Cpntmctor by'.lho.'Houf Oldfield Rcl.-“',-^'
Cornplolo UandBCBping Sftrvir.o And , Kiiatinfl ^ ‘
Cal!"652*9aiT'during business hodrs
Mont-Sat.-'v' l- '■■■■l-;'-/ FREE'^ ESTIMATES ■'
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•Voiit ‘ nUARANTEKO CLAsSlflLD '/art runs unlll your ; 
ilBm hss sold or up lo 3 monltis; which Bvor/coinB* 
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lust Call or Brdp By;
II 65S*3,L51
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PRICES EFFECTIVE JUNE 22-25, 1983
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
OUR lOOD DOUnR HERE
NABOS
COFFEE 369g ....................... 3.6 litre
GLAD
A Sidney couple — Jean and George Mayer, 
2030 Courser Drive — celebrated their 40th wed­























PRIDE OF THE OKANAGAN
PLIISSSsSSniL.........
GRANULATED




































ALOHA SALTED 80% PEANUTS
iixEOHyTSasoo.::..:........
GOLDEN VALLEY STRAWBERRY AND
tAIPiERHYJAi
YORK







and Victoria attended. Out of town guests in­
cluded daughter Judy Gerich, Ouesnel; son 
Jerry, Ottawa, Mayer's brother. Josh; Marie 
and John Kortas, Portland, Oregon; Molly and 
Les Waite, Kelowna; Andy Gadd, Delta and 
best man at the couple's wedding in Saskatoon, 
Sask. Bob and Pearl Bently, Delta; Jack and 
Jean Thomas, Burnaby; Ann Jenner, Van- 
i couver, Dick, from Haliburton, Delta,; Dick
Norton, North Vancouver. Above, the couple 
on their wedding day.
Hi ► jt-C 'b ^ - .r'
^3^
'• .ci
June is a good month to salute seniors, wise 
consumers who have developed fsaving techniques to 
suit their needs. Let’s take a page from their book; 
they have a wealth of knowledge and many excellent 
ideas for making ends meet.









; save; bits of strings, wrapping paper and other odds 
and ends, However, when economic times get tough, 
these arc the ones who survive without a drastic 
; lifestyle change.
Some seniors prepare and cat meals together with 







oppoitiiniiy to get logethcr, Ot’ners have set up food 
co-ops in their community or joined together to 
purchase in bulk, thus obtaining quality goods at the 
lowest price.
■K,5.
y seniors have their pension cheques r; 
u«^lluM(ed directly into their bank and withdraw only 
enough money to cover planned expenses. They 
should also be commended for their determination to 
avoid lulling into credit traps. The.sc conservative 







has set up a one dollui shopping and delivery service 
;;::ln:isV:iocui:::ir,pcery.8tore.:;i;At,:.Vancouver’s:1Lctired::': 
Citizens’ Hepair Shop, retired tradesmen piovidc 
services al low costs to .seniors and pensioner,s.
Other seniors have employed students to do 
household chores or yardwork; it's less expen,slve and 
provides employment for students, eager to work,
’ Remember the saying “One grows wiser with 
;'::agc!.'!?::!Kxtvjricnce.!ii;;:t.he:!bcst:::tcaclKr::andiWc:'':can-:: 


























r'l'lt , . .. .
PenitViUhx Recreation 5;. the kkl*> have outgrown, 
planning another giutit The last . garage sale
, garage sale at Panomma attracted some 800 people
’s:ia:::i:clsure:ceiiir(i^^'^uarijng'0t30.!;:nnd.i:therci:u\rc7no':,;wovrles,:
a.m, June 25. ,\tiypne can nlnttit weather '--• the 5alc^ u d . r ■ 
rent a table to sell their held in the centre’s huge |
sliglttly usfd itotns, iivetia.'lo rent a table call I '
enllf.etihlc*., .Mrtv, crafts, f>Sf..7271 i-'-ThC ! centre^" 
!|ardcri::tppls‘;:>clPthcs:;:that’:;:i'PcaLed::ai::l885:1^prcsiT’’ark:'i;::
^■!b.:
iMmiHi
■i, :■
